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ABSTRACT

ULTRA-WIDEBAND TRUE-TIME-DELAY
BEAMFORMING NETWORKS IN A COMPACT
PACKAGE
MAY 2020
CHRISTOPHER S. MEROLA
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Marinos Vouvakis

The push for commercial technologies such as 5G Massive MIMO, and consumer
broadband internet via low-earth-orbit satellite, drive a need for low cost phased array antenna technologies. A major obstacle in bringing this technology to market
is the cost and complexity of the phased array antenna aperture and the required
beamforming or multi-beamforming network. This dissertation presents an efficient,
reliable, low-cost and mass-manufacturable multi-beamforming network solution. In
accomplishing this, a new class of cavity-based, true-time delay multi-beamformer
was devised and investigated. Rotman lens optics are implemented for broadband
and low phase-error response. The presented topology offers reduction in size and
improvement in efficiency over microstrip based designs, while operating inside a
sealed, metal cavity. These characteristics facilitate housing the beamformer within

vi

a surface mount package (massive MIMO on a chip). In addition, two related technologies are presented. The first is a single beam scanning architecture based on
the the same “massive MIMO on a chip” package, that is capable of scanning the
beam over a continuum of angles (no discrete steps). The second is a high-efficiency
radial combiner employing a similar port structure to the cavity beamformer. This
technology is well-suited as a fixed beam array feed (2D feed), or for feeding rows
of an array the scans only in one dimension. Two prototypes have been designed,
fabricated, and verified to demonstrate the practical realization of this technology.
An SMA connector based design at the UWB frequency band (3.1 to 10.6 GHz) and
a second QFN-style surface mount package with design band of 10 to 30 GHz.
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CHAPTER 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO BEAMFORMING

1.1

Problem Statement

The commercial push for high throughput communication technologies such as 5G,
and consumer broadband internet via low-earth-orbit satellite, drive a need for low
cost phased array antenna technologies. A major obstacle in bringing this technology
to market is the cost and complexity of the phased array antenna aperture and its
required beamforming or multi-beamforming network. This dissertation describes
new low-cost, compact, and high-efficiency, solutions for wide-band true-time-delay
beamforming and multi-beamforming networks that can be used for LEO and MEO
broadband satellite networks and Massive-MIMO based wireless cellular networks.

1.2

Significance

In an attempt to satiate the populations thirst for data, each generation of mobile communication technology requires more RF bandwidth. Worse yet, frequency
allocation for these applications is not contiguous, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1a. Spectrum for mobile devices is broken into several sub-bands spread across 600 MHz to
4.2 GHz when considering 4G and 5G sub-6 combined. Additional spectrum for
5G mmW covers 27.5 to 71 GHz in 3 sub-bands [1, 2]. Commercial satellite broadband networks use different ranges for up and down links spanning nearly 10 to 30
GHz [4], as shown in Fig. 1.1b. Ideally, a single antenna would be used to cover
all of the required spectrum for a given network; pushing beyond the limits of the
narrow band architectures implemented by commercial systems in the past. This
1

necessitates adopting wide bandwidth technologies traditionally only of interest to
military / defense applications. While much work has been done by the defense sector in the areas of broadband apertures and multi-beam feed networks, these projects
prioritize performance before cost. In contrast, the commercial telecom sector works
in tremendous quantity and is incredibly cost conscious. It does not matter how well
a product performs, if the customer cannot afford it.
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1.3

Electronic Beam Steering for UWB Arrays

An electronically steered antenna array requires a complex power distribution
network providing precise excitation delay and amplitude weighting on each element
branch. The concept of beam steering through time delay is best demonstrated by
imagining a plane wave incident on a linear, uniformly spaced receiving array, as
shown in Fig. 1.2. For broadside arrival the wavefront is incident upon all elements
at the same time. As the beam is steered away from broadside there will be a time
delay between elements with the following value:

∆τ =

d
sin θ
c

(1.1)

where d is the spacing between elements, c is the speed of light, and θ is the angle of
arrival. This equation in the time domain is accurate at all frequencies, but in many
cases it is sufficient to use phase delay instead of time delay. In this case, the time
delay is aliased by the frequency of operation resulting in the following phase delay
per element:

∆φ = kd sin θ

3

(1.2)
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Figure 1.3: Beam squint from an array antenna using phase delay. Adapted from [6].

with k representing the wave number at the center frequency, f0 . Moving away from
the center frequency, this equation is no longer correct causing the beam to squint
(i.e. to point at different directions for different frequencies). Figure 1.3 shows how at
lower frequencies this is too much phase progression (beam steers beyond the desired
angle), and at higher frequencies there is not enough phase progression (beam steers is
less than desired). The frequency bandwidth over which squint is acceptable depends
on the size of the array, SNR, scan range, and amplitude taper. For the case of a
linear array of length L with maximum scan angle θ0 fractional bandwidth equals [6]:
0.866Bb
∆f
=αL
f
sin θ0
λ

(1.3)

α describes the acceptable squint in terms of half power beamwidth (HPBW), and is
proportional to the acceptable SNR degradation due to pointing error. An input of α
equal to one outputs the maximum bandwidth over which the squint does not exceed
one HPBW. Bb is the beam broadening factor which is proportional to the excitation
amplitude taper, such that a Bb of one describes a uniformly excited array.

∆f
f

is

plotted in Fig. 1.4 for a uniformly excited rectangular array (βb = 1) with maximum
scan angle of 45◦ and maximum pointing error of one HPBW (α = 1).
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We can also consider this effect in the time domain. The use of phase delays
implies the assumption of a complex amplitude that is constant in time. Whenever
the excitation waveform changes there is a time period during which the power does
not add coherently in the correct direction. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. A
beamforming network employing time delays does not suffer this effect; the power
and information arrive coincident in time at the desired location. In a phased array,
the power is pointed in the correct direction, but the information is always directed
towards broadside. Because of this, the bandwdith of acceptable phased array performance is limited by the size and desired scan angle in the following equation [6]:

∆f =

κp c
κp
<
τ
L sin θ

(1.4)

The symbol κp represents the proportionality constant of the pulse; how sharp of a
pulse is used. For a rectangular pulse κp = 1.
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Figure 1.5: A narrow pulse emitted from array, demonstrating array fill time. Adapted
from [6].

So far an overview of time and phase delay has been covered, but amplitude
weighting may also be applied. Amplitude weights predominately affect the aperture gain and side lobe level. Tapering the amplitude towards the edges of the array
decreases side lobe level, while also decreasing gain and increasing beamwidth [22].
While this covers the general idea of how beamforming works, adjustments can be
made to these weights to produce more specific beam shapes and side lobe characteristics. There are also different ways to apply this technology. Figure 1.6 shows
three examples, a fixed beam array, a scanned beam array, and a multibeam array.
All three of these will be affected by the research development in this work. As is
clear, these network requires many precise, tuning components and must scale with
array size. For a multi-beam array, this entire network must be duplicated for each
additional beam, as shown in Fig. 1.6(c). This introduction serves to illustrate how
complex multi-beamforming networks for phased array antennas become. However,
the wireless network performance potential of such a system will be transformative.
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1.4

Beamforming in Various Domains

The previous section outlined the desired excitation coefficients for electronic
beamforming, but not how to achieve them. In practice, there are many different
implementations possible for realizing these excitations at the microwave and millimeter wave frequencies that interest this work. Commonly utilized architectures are
shown in Fig. 1.7. To highlight differences between the architectures, these are heavily simplified (single frequency conversion, receive mode only, with minimal filtering,
and without IQ mixers) with only enough components to differentiate between the
beamforming domains. A comparison of the most commonly used options and their
characteristics follows.

1.4.1

RF Beamforming

Starting with Fig. 1.7(a), RF beamforming networks (BFNs) are implemented just
like the examples of section 1.3. Received signals from the antenna elements are first
amplified by low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) to set the noise figure. The desired delay
7
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and amplitude weighting is then applied along the paths between the LNAs and power
combiner. These delays may be implemented as phase or time, depending on the signal
instantaneous bandwidth and array size as described in section 1.3. The advantages
of RF beamforming are that it uses the fewest components of any of the options, and
that beamforming occurs before the mixer, relaxing its dynamic range and linearity
requirements [23]. This is the preferred architecture in high interference environments
such as cellular networks, EW, and radars. The main disadvantage is that delays are
performed in the signal path and at high frequency, where losses, dispersion, noise
figure, dynamic range, and non-linear effects of these devices may be significant and
directly affect signal fidelity, especial at wide instantaneous bandwidths. This will be
the architecture that this work will be based upon, thus our main focus will be on
maintaining low signal losses and maximal beam fidelity.

1.4.2

LO and IF Beamforming

Another option is LO beamforming, shown in Fig. 1.7(b). This method performs
the delay in the LO path instead of the signal path. The main advantage of this
technique is that narrow band phase shifters can be used, as they only need to work at
the LO frequency. Also, because delay units tend to be lossy, and may have undesired
amplitude variation when tuned, placing them in the LO path can reduce these effects
on signal levels. A disadvantage is that LO beamforming is phase delay only, so
instantaneous bandwidth and array size (gain) are limited. Another disadvantage
is that both IF and LO must be fed to each element, resulting in two distribution
networks and a mixer at each antenna, which increases power consumption and has the
accompanying challenge of maintaining amplitude and phase balance among many,
coherent frequency conversions [24]. Because directivity from the array is only realized
in beamforming that occurs later in the signal chain, the dynamic range of the mixer

9

must be high enough (and inter-mod products low enough) to account for all signal,
noise, and interference power received from within the broad antenna element pattern.
IF beamforming, not shown in 1.7, but similar to LO BFN with delay operation
performed in analog IF domain, combines qualities of both RF and LO networks. IF
and LO are fed to a mixer at each element, but the delay is placed in the IF rather
than LO path. Because this is in the signal path, either phase or time delay can be
used, with that advantage is that delay lines are typically low loss at IF frequencies.
Similarly to LO beamforming networks a disadvantage is the complexity and power
consumption of two distribution networks.

1.4.3

Photonic Beamforming

A different approach to beamforming is up-converting to optical frequencies with
an electro-optical converter (E/O), using a dispersive medium or switchable fiber
lengths to control time delay, and then converting back to RF with a photodiode
[25,26]. While this comes at the expense of an additional up and down conversion, long
optical waveguides can be realized with low loss [27]. On the other hand, time delays
are no shorter in optical waveguides (fiber optic cable n = 1.44, silicon n = 3.48)
are within the same range of propagation velocities as low loss RF materials (teflon
√
√
n = dk = 1.44, ceramic Rogers TMM13 n = dk = 3.49 ). The major advantage of
photonic time delay is that long lengths can be wrapped more tightly than RF lines.
This makes photonic beamforming an attractive solution for connecting sub-arrays of
a large array, where micro-second lengths may be needed, but not necessarily between
individual elements. Disadvantages of photonic beamforming stem from the E/O and
O/E conversions, which, like mixers in LO, IF or digital architectures, are in the signal
chain prior to beamforming. These optical modulator consume DC power, contribute
to losses and non-linear effects, and have a limited dynamic range [28].
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1.4.4

Digital Beamforming

Digital beamforming, shown in Fig. 1.7(d), offers the most flexibility while requiring the most complexity. By performing analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) (or
digital-to-analog DAC in a transmitter) at each element, excitation weights and delays
can be implemented in software. While attracting a lot of attention for its potential, the cost, complexity, power consumption, and challenges of transmitting and
processing the data rates produced by digital beamforming networks have resulted
in limited hardware examples [29]. In multi-beam systems, the data rate is equal to
the number of beams multiplied by the instantaneous bandwidth, which is limited by
ADC speed and data transmission rates [30]. The most promising applications are
digital / analog hybrids. doing analog beamforming at the sub-array level, reducing
the number of required radios and DACs [31–33].

1.4.5

Summary

Table 1.1 summarizes the required radio components for each of these options in a
multi-beam array which is proportional to the architecture complexity. For directive
multibeam antennas (Massive MIMO) there are many more antennas than beams,
and N  M . From this we can see that RF networks have the lowest complexity,
and will therefore be the most cost effective and low power option, provided that
efficient and low-cost delay elements can be designed. Digital systems provide the
most flexibility, but also require the most ADCs or DACs, and a networking solution
capable of handling the massive amounts of data produced (N × system bandwidth).
The best trade off in terms of complexity appears to be an RF / Digital hybrid
architecture. [31]
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Table 1.1: Summary of components required by different beamforming domains with
M independent beams and N antennas.
Mixers / Modulators DACs or ADCs
RF
M
M
M ×N
M
LO or IF
Photonic
3M × N
M
N
N
Digital

1.5

Delay Elements
M ×N
M ×N
M ×N
DSP

Multibeamforming Networks

Figure 1.8 shows some common ultra wide-band (UWB) Massive MIMO architectures. These options are organized in order of size, weight, and power consumption
(SWaP) along the X-axis, and cost / complexity along the Y-axis. Each of these
categories has a set of advantages and disadvantages, as well as a multitude of implementation options.
Full digital beamforming offers the most beamforming capability, albeit with the
greatest complexity. These systems put a full radio with analog-to-digital and/or
digital-to-analog converter at each antenna element. In so doing, the system allows
any beam or combinations of beams to be produced through digital control of the
amplitude and phase weighting at each element. The drawback of this approach is the
high complexity, power consumption, and heat dissipation associated with packing
100s or 1000s of radios and ADCs/DACs behind the radiating aperture [34]. While
state of the digital beamforming networks on silicon do show promise [30], neither
wide-bandwidth nor mmW chips are available. The power density required of such
systems suggests that hybrid digital / analog solutions will be most practical in the
foreseeable future, particularly for cost sensitive commercial broadband applications.
Delay and combine RF architectures (top left corner in Fig. 1.8) instead use one
radio per beam. Beam steering capability is provided by placing adjustable phase
or time delay at each element and each beam. Of late, there have been many ad-
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Figure 1.8: Common UWB massive MIMO architectures with M directive beams.
Arranged in order of size wight and power (SWaP) (x-axis) and cost (y-axis).
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Figure 1.9: A 64-element 28 GHz phased array transceiver using delay and combine
beamforming architecture. Copied from [7].

vancements in packaging this style of beamformer, and integrating it with the array.
Professor Rebeiz group at UCSD has been successful at implementing mmW delay
units and array tiles on silicon [7, 35]. One is the 64-element 28 GHz phased array
transceiver shown in Fig. 1.9. While the performance of these systems is impressive, it is challenging to accomplish wide-bandwith or multi-beam performance. The
wideband challenge comes from needing time delay units for each antenna instead of
phase shifters. These devices need to realize a large range of electrical length at each
element. Technology such as Polystrata from Nuvotronics [36] can coil low loss transmission lines into a tight space, but does not allow continuous time delay scanning,
and many time delay bits do become large. Continuous timed-array units, desirable
for wide-band or high-gain arrays, rely on tunable delay-lines that are either printed
on ferroelectric [37] or liquid crystal [38] materials, or are loaded with varactors [39]
or inverting amplifiers (Miller effect) [40], and thus incur high transmission losses.
Multibeam lens or reflector RF architectures use one radio connected to one feed
antenna for each beam. The pattern of each feed is then focused using a shaped
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reflector [41] or RF lens [42]. Reflector based systems can be very efficient owing to
predominantly metal and air construction, but only scan over a limited angle due to
defocusing and astigmatism as the beam is pointed away from the reflector focal point
[43]. This makes them well suited to satellite born antennas, if it were not for the size
an weight. As a result, technologies such as Astromesh from Northrop Grumman [44]
have been developed for light weight fold-able and multi-beam SATCOM systems
operating up to at least 30GHz [45]. If wide angle scanning is desired, such as for
a cell tower with Massive MIMO, or mobile or LEO satellite ground link a lens can
be used. The Luneburg lens [42] is one option that combines the simplicity of a
multi-beam reflector system with the capability of wide angle scanning. This lens is
a sphere of radius R with dielectric permittivity, r , varying versus radial position r
by the following equation:

r = 2 −

 r 2
R

(1.5)

In practice, this is approximated by concentric shells, each increasing in density stepwise toward the center. The drawback, similarly to the reflector, is size and weight. A
Luneburg lens can scan to sectors greater than 120◦ in both planes, but requires a full,
multi-layer, dielectric sphere to do so, with the diameter determined by the desired
antenna gain. An example of a half-Luneburg lens for sub-6 GHz 5G is shown in Fig.
1.10. This antenna system, for use as part of a sub-6 GHz Massive MIMO cellular
base station (3-6 GHz operational band), was designed and tested at the University
of Massachusetts Amherst in 2017. The lens uses a half sphere over a ground plane
to reduce size, and is capable of creating up to 36 dual-polarized beams (total of 72
streams) covering a sector with 120◦ azimuth and 30◦ elevation range. Other recent
designs in this area use 3D printed lenses to reduce weight [46] or are flattened using
transformational optics [47]. This second technique can reduce size, and improve
ability to feed the lens, but similarly to the half lens, with reduced scan range.
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Figure 1.10: Prototype Sub-6 GHZ 5G base station antenna using half-Luneburg lens
and producing up to 36 dual-pol beams (12 beams shown) covering a 120◦ range.
Designed and tested at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

While putting quasi-optical beamformers in front of the antennas enables multibeam systems at the lowest complexity, many applications cannot tolerate the requisite size and weight. For example, mobile SATCOM terminals mounted on high
speed vehicles can not accept the wind resistance penalty. Or in city environments,
where massive MIMO is most needed, to enable flush mounted antenna panels on the
sides of buildings or on small towers with simple structural support, but high wind
load. A planar lens or UWB matrix array beamformer can offer lower SWaP and
cost, with only a marginal increase in complexity.

1.6

UWB Lens or Matrix BFN Options

Implementations within the category of lens or matrix multi-beamformers are the
Butler matrix [48], the Blass [9] or Nolan matrix [49], or a bootlace lens [50]. The
following sections describe the configuration, advantages, and disadvantages of each
of these options.
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Figure 1.11: A compact 24-26 GHz 4 × 4 Butler Matrix. Copied from [8].

1.6.1

Butler Matrix

The Butler matrix [48] feeds an N element antenna array with N simultaneous
beams. Using 90 deg hybrids, phase shifters, and line crossovers in each path, the
network produces N orthogonal beams. The Butler matrix is exactly the FFT butterfly algorithm built in hardware. Instead of using N ×N phase shifters and hybrids,
it uses only N log2 N . An example of a Ka-band 4 beam Butler matrix from Haroun,
et al. [8] is shown in Fig. 1.11.
The concept of the Butler matrix stems from the fact that sine and cosine functions are orthogonal. Or further, that two sine functions are orthogonal (no beam
coupling) when their cross-over point is at π. In the case of the sinc beam formed by
a uniformly excited linear array, the beam crossover level of orthogonal beams is at
2/π, or approximately −4dB. For a two element array, this is accomplished by feeding
the elements in quadrature. As more antenna elements are added, the beamwidth
becomes narrower and can support an equivalent number of additional orthogonal
beams. This is most clearly demonstrated with a two element array. This configura-
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tion requires just one 90◦ hybrid delay, feeding the array with the following two phase
excitations:
Table 1.2: 2 × 2 Butler Matrix Excitation

Beam 1R
Beam 1L

Antenna 1 Phase
0◦
-90◦

Antenna 2 Phase
-90◦
0◦

δφ
-90◦
+90◦

Beam angle at d = λ/2
-30◦
+30◦

This quadrature excitation is clearly orthogonal. Adding more elements is accomplished by using an additional hybrid coupler at each intersection and adding 45◦
phase shifters on the two outer lines.
While orthogonality of the beam does offer a potential for high beamforming
network efficiency, the Butler matrix does suffer from several limitations. The first
being that there no control over the beam locations. The beams are always orthogonal,
so the only way to add more beams is by adding more elements. It might take
many beams to cover the desired angles, and then is unlikely to provide the desired
beamwidth. In fact, the only parameter for adjustment is element spacing, which is
often limited by constraints on grating lobe frequency and aperture power density.
A second problem arises from this same cause of beam orthogonality: beam squint
versus frequency. The Butler matrix can be made broadband; however, the beam
angle changes with frequency and limits the gain bandwidth product. Compounding
this is the need for all of the matrix crossovers, making planar integration difficult.
1.6.2

Blass or Nolen Matrix

Other matrix-style multi-beamforming options are the Blass matrix [9] and Nolen
matrix [49], which are lumped into the same section due to their similarities. Both of
these options use directional couplers at the matrix intersections instead of crossovers
in the Butler matrix, and they are no longer limited to orthogonal beams. A circuit
diagram of a Blass matrix is shown in Fig. 1.12. In both Blass and Nolen matrices, the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.12: (a) Blass matrix circuit model, copied from original paper [9]. (b) TTD
Blass matrix copied from [10].

phase delay is a free parameter used to position the beams at the desired locations. As
a side effect, the beams are not forced to be orthogonal, and there is loss due to beam
coupling factor. Neither of these networks require line crossovers, but most examples
implement phase delay and experience beam squint. TTD are possible and have been
demonstrated by for both 1D (shown in Fig. 1.12b) and 2D beamforming(Fig. 1.13)
by Chu and Hashemi [10]. These networks use time delay lines and active in-phase
combiners achieving very wide bandwidths of 30-40 GHz (1D design) and 3-15 GHz
(2D design). Nevertheless, these matrix options have complexity that scales with the
square of the elements, making them complex and lossy when attempted at the scale
of large arrays.

1.6.3

Bootlace Lens

This leaves the category of bootlace lenses [50], a family of true-time-delay quasioptical beamforming networks. As a result of these characteristics, bootlace lenses
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Figure 1.13: 30-40 GHz TTD matrix beamformer on SiGe for feeding 4 matix elements
with 6 beams. Schematic and image copied from [10].

allow wide-band squint-free beamforming performance. The Rotman lens (RL) [11] is
the most commonly used bootlace lens configuration. Figure 1.14 shows the concept
of this beamforming network from the original paper. These 1D beamformers use
a parallel plate waveguide (PPWG) region to develop the time-delay for the array
excitation. Rotman lens (RL) represents the current low-cost, wide-bandwidth TTD
multi-beam standard. All RLs consist of multiple beam-port (BP) transitions from a
given transmission line technology to a parallel plate waveguide (PPWG) cavity who’s
shape is derived via optical design equations, followed by another set of transitions
array-port (AP) to a constrained transmission line length that feeds a linear array.
Early work on the original, tri-focal RL was devoted on minimizing phase [16, 51,
52] and amplitude errors [53] through careful optical design. Sidewall treatment of
the PPWG cavity was soon recognized as important factor in avoiding beamforming
errors from reflections and spill-over losses [54, 55]. An elegant approach to tackling
the ‘spill-over’ problem was proposed in [56] where carefully designed inhomogeneous
(perforated) dielectrics were used in the PPWG cavity region to focus energy in APs.
Although all RLs rely on a PPWG cavity, the constrained lens portion can be implemented with various transmission line types ranging from coaxial lines in [11], to
metallic and dielectric waveguides (WGs) in [57] and [58], to substrate integrated
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Figure 1.14: Drawings from Rotman’s original paper describing his constrained lens
design. Copied from [11].

waveguide (SIWs) in [59], to stripline and microstrip (MS) lines in [60] and [43]. Microstrip RLs have been the most popular owing to their simple fabrication, low-cost
and versatility. Organic laminate MS RLs can operate up to around 24 GHz [61], but
thin-film BCB [62], LTCC [13] and high resistivity (HiRes) Silicon [63] can be used for
mmWave bands. Majority of RL research has focused on relatively narrowband designs. As early as 1984, Archer in [43] reported UWB RLs from Raytheon’s R&D with
4:1 bandwidth ratios but without giving details. Lambrecht et al. in [17] presented
a MS RL design operating over 3.1-10.6 GHz (≈3:1 bandwidth) with excellent timedomain response. More recently, a 6-18 GHz MS RL was outlined in [64]. Wideband
MS RLs tend to be larger, lossier, with larger beamforming errors than narrowband
counterparts, mainly due to the longer MS-to-PPWG tapered transitions that have
higher radiation losses and grater phase-center movement with frequency. In efforts
to reduce MS RL size various compact stepped MS-to-PPWG transitions have been
presented in literature [65, 66] resulting in size reduction, but limited bandwidth (up
to 30%). Alternative miniaturization approaches have sought to compress the size of
the PPWG cavity. Hunt in [67] proposed a transformation optics approach to shorten
the cavity by 27% along the dimension normal to the array, at the expense of higher
21

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.15: Examples of three state-of-the-art Rotman lens designs, each using a
different fabrication technology a) A Ka-band 16×16 Microstrip Rotman Lens using
organic PCB fabrication [12] b) A 60 GHz 5×5 Rotman lens design on LTCC [13] c)
A 77 GHz 3×5 Rotman lens on High Resistivity Silicon [14]

radiation losses. Others considered folding the cavity region [68, 69] of stripline and
microstrip RLs, approximately halving their size in one dimension and achieving up
to 50% fractional BW in simulations.
Most recent designs have focused on using modern materials and manufacturing techniques to move to mmW frequencies. Figure 1.15 shows three examples of
state-of-the-art Rotman lenses, each using a different fabrication technology. A 60
GHz design built on multi-layer Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) substrate has been
presented [70]. Attaran has built and tested microstrip Rotman lenses at 60 GHz
on LTCC [13], and 77 GHz on high-resistivity silicon [14]. A similarity of all these
designs is the tapered feed structures used to launch waves across the PPWG lens
section.

1.7

Beamformer Figures of Merit

This dissertation presents a new class of lens multi-beamformer, and compares
it to current state-of-the-art. To do this, a set of metrics will be used to quantify
and compare performance. The figures of merit used are instantaneous bandwidth,
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efficiency, and beam fidelity. With these metrics a direct performance comparison
can be made between networks with the same number of beam ports, array ports,
and beam pointing locations.
1.7.1

Instantaneous Bandwidth

Within the context of this document, bandwidth is defined as frequency bandwidth with acceptable impedance performance. This is considered in bandwidth
ratio (BWR) (fhigh /flow ), not absolute bandwidth (fhigh − flow ) or fractional bandwidth (

fhigh −flow
).
fmid

Absolute bandwidth is easier to obtain at higher frequencies, as in

3GHz bandwidth from 28.5 to 31.5 GHz (1.1 : 1 BWR or 10% fractional bandwidth)
is much easier match than 1 to 4 GHz (4 : 1 BWR or 150% fractional bandwidth).
Impedance match is generally considered acceptable when then voltage standing wave
ratio (VSWR) is less than 2 : 1, or corresponding to a reflection or mismatch loss
of ∼ 10%. Restriction component VSWR to this level does not insure that system
VSWR will remain below this level. A better match will reduce required effort of the
overall front end designer, a topic which is discussed in Chapter 6.
1.7.2

Efficiency (Losses)

Efficiency compares delivered power versus input power of the beamforming network, and is used to quantify losses. For our purposes the efficiency, ek of the k th
beam, is calculated as follows:

ek =

X

|SAi ,Bk |2 .

(1.6)

i

SAi ,Bk are the S-parameters of the k th beamport to the ith array port. Losses may
be come from materials (dielectric losses, finite conductivity and surface roughness
of conductors, or intentional placement of resistive materials), radiation, impedance
mismatch, or port coupling. Ideally the delivered power to all of the antennas is equal
to the input power at beamport of the beamformer giving a perfect efficiency of one.
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In the case of multi-beamforming networks the situation becomes slightly more
complicated. Multi-beamformers can only obtain perfect efficiency when the beams
are orthogonal. If this condition is not met, there is communication between the
beams, limiting the maximum obtainable efficiency. A network such as the Butler
matrix, where the beams are fed specifically as to be orthogonal has the potential for
a beamforming efficiency equal to one over its operating bandwidth. In contrast a
network that forms multiple beams at a fixed, chosen angle does not. To illustrate
this, imagine a network that feeds an arbitrary array with two simultaneous beams. In
general, if the beams are narrow and spaced far apart in angle, the cross-talk coupling
between beams is low. But, now imagine the beams coming closer and closer together,
with more overlap. In the limit, the two beams fully overlap, but the beamforming
network still has two beam ports. It is now effectively a single-beam network with
an equal split power divider in front of it. The beamforming efficiency limit for this
network is 0.5. Any additional power must either be coupled to the second beam
port, or absorbed with losses (consider a reactive versus a Wilkinson power divider).
In practical systems the efficiency bound is not so obvious as this contrived example,
but Stein’s limit [18] can be used to determine the efficiency bound.
Stein’s limit [18] can be used to bound the maximum beamforming efficiency of
any multibeam network, regardless of network configuration and type. The limit relies
only on the beam patterns themselves. A correlation matrix if formed by calculating
the cross-correlation between all of the beam patterns (magnitude and phase).

βkj

η0
=
2

Z

Rk∗ (θ) · Rj (θ)dθ

(1.7)

with coupling coefficient βkj , η0 = 1/120π the admittance of free space, and Rk (θ) is
the voltage radiation pattern of the k th beam. If the beams are orthogonal, the result
is an identity matrix with number of rows and columns equal to the number of simultaneous beams. When this is not the case, off diagonal entries grow relative to the
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beam coupling magnitude. The efficiency bound now comes from a conservation of
energy argument. If this beam coupling matrix were correct, it says that by exciting
one beam with one Watt, it is possible that one Watt leaves in the desired direction
and additional power is generated into any other, correlated beams. For our network
to obey conservation of energy, this matrix must be normalized such that the maximum output for any input is equal to one, or equivalently that the largest eigenvalue
of the matrix is normalized to one. For eigenvalues λk of the beam coupling matrix
βkj , efficiency is bounded such that:

|e| ≤

1
(λk )max

(1.8)

Stein’s limit will be used to quantify the beamforming network efficiency of the multibeam networks presented within this work.

1.7.3

Beam Fidelity

Beam fidelity describes the quality of the produced beams. Amplitude and phase
errors due to the beamforming network will negatively effect the gain, side-lobe-level
(SLL), and pointing direction. There are multiple ways to look at this, both directly
(beam patterns), and indirectly (excitation amplitude and phase), as well as in the
frequency and time domains. This section will discuss the various approaches and
when they are most applicable.
First we will discuss beam pattern fidelity in the frequency domain. This will give
results in the form of the frequency domain antenna beam patterns with which RF
engineers are most familiar. One way to accomplish this is to feed an antenna array
with the beamforming network in question, and measure the patterns directly. While
this has the advantage completely capturing the beamforming performance, it has the
disadvantage of combining effects of the beamforming network and the antenna array
used for test. Instead, this work typically describes only the beamforming network
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performance. To do this, the amplitude and phase weights generated by each port of
the beamforming network are measured or simulated. These weights are then used
as excitation coefficients to generate the Array Factor pattern numerically. Ideal,
isotropic, and perfectly matched antenna elements are assumed. These patterns can
be compared to the desired patterns to investigate errors. This error may be quantified
in terms of gain, beamwidth, SLL, and beam pointing direction.
Another method uses the concept of Beam Fidelity Factor [71–73] to quantify
performance in the time domain. This is important for capturing effects of distortion
in both broadband systems, and also arrays that are electrically very large. This
method pushes pulse waveform with the desired bandwidth through the network.
Often a raise-root-cosine pulse is used for a general network, but a system specific
pulse may be used to better model a specific application. A system measurement
can be accomplished by transmitting the specified pulse and recording the received
pulse with a calibrated antenna placed at some distance in the far-field. Calculating
the correlation of the input pulse with the received pulse gives the Beam Fidelity
Factor at this location. By repeating this process over many angles, a Beam Fidelity
pattern can be plotted. Like the time domain measurement, this takes into account
antenna performance, and the beamformer performance can be isolated by using the
S-parameters and doing a similar array factor calculation. The pulse waveform is
converted to the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). This is
used as an input weighting on the array factor calculation resulting in a value for the
transmitted pulse at each spatial angular value and frequency sample point. This
data can now be processed back into the time domain signal at each angle using
an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). In this method the Beam Fidelity factor
can be plotted versus angle. For reference, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [74] requires
F ≥ 0.8 for a transmitted Root Raised Cosine Pulse with out-of-band ratio α = 0.5.
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Our calculation includes only the beamforming network, and not a particular antenna
array, so some margin should be left above F = 0.8.

1.8

Contributions

This dissertation presents an efficient, low-cost and mass-manufacturable ultrawideband (UWB), true-time-delay (TTD), multi-beamforming network (BFN) solution. This is accomplished via a new class of wideband cavity-based, TTD, passive
multi-BFN core with low loss and low phase-error response. The proposed approach
offers reduced size and improvement in efficiency over microstrip Rotman lenses, while
operating inside a sealed, metal cavity. These characteristics facilitate housing the
beamformer within a surface mount package (massive MIMO on a chip). Combined,
these two designs provide solutions for 5G Massive MIMO base stations at both
sub-6 GHz and mmW ranges. Additionally, the particular structure of the proposed
beamformer allows it to be configured to achieve continuous control UWB TTD that
enables scanning to any angle within the design range, instead of only at discrete
points as in other Rotman lenses or “digital” TTDs and phase shifters. The frequency coverage and fine angular resolution of this design make it well suited for
the client end of LEO SATCOM links. A network for a single beam network with
this capability is explored in Chapter 5. Finally, lessons learned from these multibeamforming networks have been applied to design a high-efficiency spatial power
combiner on the same process. It is shown how this device can be used as an efficient,
fixed beam array feed in two configurations. The first, feeding a linear array. And
the second, feeding a 2D array panel to act as a horn feed with much lower profile.
This low-profile feed is of significance to satellite-borne reflector systems that must
fold into a compact volume for launch. Combined, this family of novel devices, shown
in Fig. 1.16, provide a wide range of options for low-cost and efficient array power
distribution and beamforming networks.
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Figure 1.16: Overview of this work. A UWB monopole array is used to feed quasioptical beamformers implemented in PPWG. Through applying this technique, solutions are realized for fixed-beam, multibeam, and scanned beam arrays.

While other recent design efforts have looked at how to best optimize the standard
Rotman lens using modern computational tools, or fabricating the standard lens on
new processes, this dissertation re-imagined the feed structure entirely. The result is a
new class of RF multi-beamformer that overcomes the size, efficiency, and EMC/EMI
limitations of the microstrip Rotman lens. Most importantly, these improvements
enable the lens to be fabricated as a surface mount, machine place-able package and
provide a path toward low-cost and fully planar massive MIMO front end integration.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
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(1) Developed a new method of feeding a Rotman lens or other 2D quasioptical beamforming network: Instead of accepting the traditional tapered
feed of other Rotman lens designs, this work applies ideas from radar cross
section reduction of antenna arrays to create a better matched boundary on the
walls of a parallel plate, true-time-delay beamformer. The theory of operation of
this matching technique, and a step-by-step lens design procedure is described.
(2) A prototype Cavity-based beamformer was designed, manufactured,
and tested to prove the feasibility of this new lens feed technique:
This first prototype Rotman lens was designed to be directly comparable to
a state-of-the-art and well documented microstrip design from the literature.
The prototype uses standard RF PCB, connectors, and fabrication techniques
to allow ease of measurement and comparison to existing designs.
(3) The benefits of the Cavity-based beamformer were demonstrated
through the design, manufacture, and test of a Rotman lens on surface
mount package (massive-MIMO on a chip): A Rotman lens beamformer
in a surface mount, QFN-style package, and operating over 10-30GHz is described. This is a step towards low-cost mass manufacturability and integration
of a true time delay beamformer.
(4) A true-time-delay array feed network capable of any scan angle (continuous angular resolution) using the Cavity-based beamformer is
devised: In contrast to the Rotman lens multi-beamformer, which samples the
beam port arc at discrete locations, this design adds a simple and efficient network which allows the beam to be pointed to any angle within the scan volume
of the lens. A simple electronic network for performing this task is presented,
including a detailed design which uses 10-30 GHz, ±45◦ optics shared with the
Rotman lens mentioned above.
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(5) Similar design methods applied to the design of high-efficiency radial
power dividers / combiners for use as array feeds: The wide-band probe
(monopole array) launch matching techniques used in the Rotman lens designs
were applied to radial power dividers/combiners. A design for a high-efficiency,
low cost, and mass-manufacturable power divider network stemmed from this
work. This design is presented as a feed for antenna array rows (1D scanning)
or antenna array tiles (fixed beam or phase shifter scanning architecture). A
high gain fixed array feed for 5-21 GHz operation was designed and simulated.

1.9

Dissertation Overview

Chapter 2 describes the motivation, theory, and design process for the CavityBased Ultra-Wideband Multi-Beamformers that form the core of this work. This
chapter covers the disadvantages of the tapered beam launching sections that are
traditionally used in Rotman lens designs, and the advantages of replacing them with
a compact, monopole based feed. The design steps, from probe array, to beam port
launch, and integration with the Rotman lens optics are described.
Chapter 3 details the first fabricated prototype of a beamformer of this type.
Rotman lens optics are implemented for broadband and low phase error response.
The proposed topology offers reduction in size and improvement in efficiency over
microstrip based designs, while operating inside a seal, metal cavity. The prototype
was verified to operate near Stein’s theoretical efficiency limit for passive RF beamforming over the UWB frequency band (3.1 to 10.6 GHz) with excellent multi-beam
fidelity.
Chapter 4 describes the design and fabrication of a 10-30 GHz packaged multibeamformer on a chip. Knowledge gleaned from the design of Chapter 3 is applied to
design a compact lens on a surface mount solder package (QFN style). This design was
fabricated using a low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) process, and tested using
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an organic PCB test fixture. This prototype operates over 10-30 GHz instantaneous
bandwidth, forming 9 beams in a 90 degree sector capable of driving a 13 element
stick array.
In Chapter 5, an RF beamforming architecture is proposed that provides ultrawideband continuous true-time delay (TTD) for timed array beam-steering. This
design relies on a unique Rotman lens based beamformer core and a simple electronic
network consisting of a few power dividers, switches and variable attenuators (or
amplifiers) that are responsible for moving the beam-port phase center around the
lens beam arc. This continuous movement is translated into TTD control at the array
ports by the optics of the lens.
Chapter 6 covers a different application of the monopole-style launchers, with a
radial power divider / combiner. This extension of the beamforming networks can
be used as a fixed beam array feed, as the power divider for a delay and combine
beamformer, or in combination with a Rotman lens for feeding a 2D array with 1D
scan capability. A 5-21 GHz fixed beam array system based on a novel radial LTCC
feed and a PUMA array is presented. Through simulations it was found that total
efficiency (antenna and feed) is >70%, with VSWR mostly less than 3 even for very
small (18 element) arrays. The overall profile of the 4:1 bandwidth feed is less than
0.3 wavelengths at the highest frequency.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results of his dissertation and presents potential
areas for future research to explore.
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CHAPTER 2
A NEW CLASS OF CAVITY-BASED ULTRA-WIDEBAND
MULTI-BEAMFORMERS

2.1

Introduction

Although the optical design of a Rotman lens (RL) is inherently wide band, in
practice the multi-beamformer bandwidth is limited by the the horn style beam and
array port feeds. The horn feed creates a trade between size (horn length) and
bandwidth. The obvious approach to resolving these limitations of the microstrip
RL would be to use stripline or waveguide lens; however, such implementations suffer
from resonances and are only able to achieve high efficiency over narrow bandwidths.
Pushing to wider bandwidths requires adding losses, be it in the form of resistive
elements or larger areas of terminated ports. By considering these issues from an
antenna array design standpoint, it was observed that many of the compromises made
in Rotman lens design originate from the size and inconvenient phase center location
of the tapered beam launchers. By choosing to feed the lens with a ground plane
backed probe, the trade between launch length and bandwidth is avoided. Although
attempting to build a broadband system inside of a high-Q sealed metal cavity may
seem counter intuitive, excellent performance is possible so long as the cavity walls
are carefully lined with a well matched probe array.
Interestingly, the original Rotman lens paper described only the beam ports as
using horn launches, while the array ports use “RF probes”. It seems this theory
was almost immediately discarded and tapered horn launches were used on all ports.
Some attempts at probe fed lenses were made in 1980s by Tomasic [75–77], although
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these were limited to narrow bandwidths of 10-20%. Around the same time, there
were also some dual transform designs from AFRL that mention probe feeds, again
for narrow bandwidths [78, 79]. Now, with the aid of modern full wave simulation
tools, and broadband dipole arrays from which to draw inspiration [15, 80, 81], the
true potential of the probe fed Rotman lens has been realized.
This chapter describes the theory and design of the Cavity-based Multi-Beamformer,
a probe fed version of the Rotman lens. A step-by-step design process covers probe
launch design and integration with the Rotman lens optics. Key features of the design
are highlighted and investigated.

2.2

Wideband Probe Array Feed

Design of a wideband probe array for use as a parallel plate waveguide (PPWG)
launch applies the same theory as wideband dipole array design. This theory extends
from Wheeler’s concept of the current sheet array [82], and later applied to dipoles
over a ground plane by Munk [15]. This section translates Munk’s concept of a
wideband dipole array to that of a monopole array inside of a PPWG environment.
For more in depth treatment of the dipole analysis, the author recommends reading
Chapter 6: Broadband Wire Arrays of Finite Antenna Arrays and FSS by Ben Munk
[15].
Figure 2.1 shows how Munk’s circuit model depiction of a 2D infinite array of
short, tightly coupled dipoles can be applied to a 1D array of capacitively loaded
monopoles in a PPWG. The inductance comes from the wire dipole, and is a function
of its length and diameter. The capacitance comes from the length of the wire,
capturing effects of the first resonance, as well as coupling between the elements.
The equivalent unit cell model translates directly to the unit cell of an infinite linear
array of monopoles inside of a PPWG. The wire inductance now comes from the
via probe, and the capacitance is a result of the length and coupling between the
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probe tip and the opposite ground plane. A plate is placed on the tip of the via to
tune the capacitor. Resonant frequency of the launch is lowered by increasing this
capacitance. Two advantages of the PPWG implementation over a dipole array are
that no balun is required and the wave impedance can be tuned by choosing the
dielectric and dimensions of the unit cell. The equation for PPWG impedance is [83]:
r
ZP P W G =

µ d
Ω
W

(2.1)

The PPWG height is d, the unit cell width is W , and µ and  are the permittivity
and permeability of the dielectric.

Dipole
Capacitive
coupling
between
elements

~

~

Equivalent Circuit of
dipole in inifite array

Same circuit for 1D
infinite array of
probes in PPWG

2RA

ZPPWG-

jXA 2RA

jXA ZPPWG+

Capactively loaded
probe (via) element

Figure 2.1: One possible implementation of the current sheet aperture, an infinite
2D periodic array of dipoles. Equivalent circuit model, and how it applies to the 1D
infinite array of capactively loaded probes in a PPWG. Adapted from Munk, Finite
Antenna Arrays and FSS [15]

Placing a shorting wall behind this launch has the practical benefits of forcing
the probe to radiate in the desired direction, and of shielding the beamformer from
EMI. The shorting wall (if properly placed) also helps to improve bandwidth, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This is because the reactance of the shorted transmission
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line and the reactance of the open circuit probe are moving around the impedance
circle from opposite sides. This is plotted on the Smith chart with the green (ground
plane) and blue (probe reactance) dashed lines. The probe capacitance is tuned such
that resonance occurs near the frequency where the ground plane is spaced λ/4 away
from the probe. At this frequency the reactances cancel, resulting in a purely real
input impedance equal to ZP P W G . Because ZP P W G is a free parameter of the design,
it can be tuned to optimize the impedance bandwidth for a given reflection. The
figure shows the designed tuned for a match of V SW R < 2 : 1, or approximately
10dB return loss. Under these conditions ZP P W G = 100Ω for a 2 : 1 ratio with the
system impedance Z0 = 50Ω. The lens designs of the following chapters use a better
impedance match, such that probe V SW R is < 1.5 : 1 and reflections within the lens
are kept to an acceptable level.
+j
Capactively loaded
probe (via) element
Cavity
Backing
Short

ZPPWG-

jXA

Probe
Reactance
jXA

ZPPWG+

Zin

0

fHigh

ZGND

Zin

∞

Z0 = ZPPWG/2
VSWR 2:1
Circle

fLow

Equivalent Circuit
jXA

Ground Plane
Reactance ZGND

Input Impedance:
jXA+ZPPWG||ZGND

ZPPWG

-j

Figure 2.2: Circuit model and input impedance of a probe array over a ground plane
formed by the cavity wall. Adapted from Munk, Finite Antenna Arrays and FSS [15]
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PPWG impedance between the probe and ground plane, ZP P W G− , need not be
equal to the forward impedance, ZP P W G+ . When ZP P W G− > ZP P W G+ , reactance of
the ground plane looks closer to an open circuit over a wider bandwidth. The Smith
chart in Fig. 2.3 shows how this effect can be used to increase bandwidth of the
launch. ZP P W G− can be made greater by either reducing the dielectric constant, as
done in the UWB lens design in Chapter 3, or by raising the height of the PPWG,
used for the mmW design in Chapter 4.
Ground Plane Reactance
+j

+j

+j
fLOW

fLOW

fLOW

Z0

0

-j fHIGH = 3·fLOW

ZPPWG- = ZPPWG+

∞

0

Z0

-j

ZPPWG- = 2·ZPPWG+

∞

fHIGH = 3·fLOW

0

Z0

∞
fHIGH =
3·fLOW

-j

ZPPWG- = 4·ZPPWG+

Figure 2.3: Ground plane reactance plotted over a 3:1 bandwidth for ZP P W G− equal
to one, two and three times ZP P W G+ . A higher ratio of backward wave impedance
(towards ground plane) to forward wave impedance (PPWG radiation) causes the
ground plane to look like an open circuit over a wider bandwidth, which is desirable.

2.3

Comparison of Probe versus Tapered Beam Launchers

All Rotman lens designs involve a choice of optics, which are realized within the
PPWG region of the lens, and a choice of how to feed the optical design with RF
energy. Ideally these would be independent choices: the optics chosen for the number
of array elements, beams, and scan angles desired, and the feed chosen to meet
efficiency, size, or cost constraints. In practice, the choice of feed will affect how well
the lens approximates an ideal optical design, and whether compensation is necessary
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to achieve acceptable performance. This section describes the various ways in which a
Rotman lens can be fed, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each method,
and how large of an impact this choice has on the optical performance. Almost all
Rotman lens designs implement some sort of tapered feed excitation, whether it be in
waveguide, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW), microstrip (MS), or stripline (SL).
To the authors knowledge, the only exceptions are the label of “RF probes” in the
original Rotman paper, the work from Tomasic mentioned earlier in this section, and
this work.
Waveguide lenses can achieve high efficiency owing to the air propagation medium
and lack of radiation losses from the a sealed metal enclosure that forms the waveguide walls. A disadvantage of the waveguide lens is that using air as the propagation
medium makes the lens physically large. The waveguide lens can be fed with either
horizontal or vertically polarized horns, each with its own advantages. Vertically
polarized horn fed lenses operate much like a MS or SL lens, but the electric walls
on the sides of the launch reduces the aperture efficiency of the feed. Horizontally
polarized horns are advantageous from a fabrication standpoint, as split block construction places the discontinuity of the waveguide wall at a location that minimally
affects performance. On the other hand, the resulting dimensions of the PPWG section allow it to support higher order modes. Regardless of polarization choice, the
waveguide feed will be limited in bandwidth to a waveguide band, or approximately
1.5:1 bandwidth. Another disadvantage is that the phase center of a waveguide horn
is not at the aperture, but in the throat or the horn [22]. This defocuses the lens,
and the optical design may need to be compensated in response. Worse, the phase
center of a horn antenna moves with frequency, starting further along the antenna,
and moving deeper into the throat as frequency is increased. This issue compounds
the challenge of focusing the lens. All of these same issues affect the SIW lens, ex-
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cept that use of dielectric allows size reduction and PCB based fabrication is more
convenient, though at the cost of increased loss.
Microstrip and stripline lenses are the most popular style, due to their PCB fabrication and wide bandwidth potential. Stripline has the advantages of being more
compact and electrically isolated, but is less seldom used due to fabrication challenges [55]. Both of these feed styles use a long taper to achieve wide bandwidth,
resulting in a trade off between launch length and bandwidth. In comparison, a probe
excitation allows a broadband, well matched launch at much lower profile, avoiding
the feed size / bandwidth trade-off.

2.4

Design

The probe feed is designed using infinite array simulation with probe spacing set
to λ/2 in the dielectric at the highest frequency. In this infinite array simulation
of the probe feed, the monopole is surrounded by perfect electric conducting (PEC)
ground planes on three sides, representing the top, bottom, and side-wall edge of the
parallel plate lens region. The transmission line between the probe and edge of the
cavity is used as an impedance transformer, and helps achieve a broadband match,
as was outlined in Section 2.2. Once a probe element with acceptable impedance
bandwidth has been designed, the elements can be placed into a cavity shaped by
the Rotman lens equations. The area between the array probes and edge of the
cavity provides room to integrate the “w” transmission line parameter of the Rotman
equations, and the Wilkinson dividers on the beam port side. It is noted that, in
the proposed design, the beam port probe feeds are excited in pairs to increase the
directivity thus reduce spillover losses. Other options such as small arrays of 3 or
4 probes are possible. A design workflow for this cavity-based multi-beamformer is
detailed in the next section.
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2.5

Rotman Lens Equations

The Rotman lens restricts the more general Gent bootlace lens [50] to the situation
of a uniformly spaced linear antenna array and a circular beam port arc defined by
two focal points, F0 and F1 . This system can be solved for a unique array port arc
and set of transmission line lengths, w, that provide phase-error free beamforming
at the focal points (broadside and ± the angle of F1 due to symmetry). The optical
design of a Rotman lens (including updates from Hansen [16]) are shown in Fig.2.4.
The design is controlled by element spacing and the following parameters [16]:

f1 : focal length
α: focal angle
β≡

f2
: focal ratio
f1

The beam port curve is restrained to follow a circular arc through the perfect
focal angles, and the array port arc and transmission line lengths are determined by
solving the following quadratic equation:

aw2 + bw + c = 0

(2.2)

where:

(1 − β)2
ζ2
−
,
(1 − β cos α)2 β 2
2ζ 2
2(1 − β)
ζ2
b = −2 +
+
−
,
β
(1 − β cos α)2 β 2
ζ 2 sin2 α
ζ 4 sin4 α
c = −ζ 2 +
−
1 − β cos α 4(1 − β cos α)2
a=1−

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
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Figure 2.4: Rotman Lens optical design parameters used in [16].

Parameter ζ ≡

y3
f1

is the normalized location of the antenna element. Array port

locations follow the curve [X2 , Y2 ] given by:

X2 ≡

2.6

1 2
ζ α + (1 − β)W
x2
,
=1− 2
f1
1 − β cos α
y2
w
Y2 ≡
= ζ(1 − )
f1
β

(2.7)
(2.8)

Full-Wave Design Workflow

The full-wave design work-flow for this cavity-based multi-beamformer consists
of three distinct steps: an infinite array simulation used to design a well matched
probe array, a finite array simulation to tune the beam ports (which operate as a
small sub-array), and combining these elements within the desired RL optics to form
a complete beamformer design. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 2.5, and explained
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in the following paragraphs. Workflow illustrations coincide with the optics and layout
used by the first prototype at UWB frequencies (3.1-10.6GHz) which was fabricated
using an organic PCB process. Results of this design are included in Chapter 3. The
mmW design of Chapter 4 uses the same workflow steps and theory, but a slightly
different configuration that achieves similar bandwidth with a dielectric-filled rather
than air-filled backing cavity.

Step 1: Infinite Array Port Simulation
The array and termination (dummy load) ports are designed using an infinite
array simulation. In this simulation the probe is surrounded by conducting planes on
three sides, representing the top, bottom, and side-wall edge of the parallel plate lens
region. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the walls perpendicular to the
parallel plate waveguide (PPWG) plates forming a 1D periodic structure with unit
cell width W . For wide angle scan performance, W is set to λ/2 in the dielectric
at the highest frequency. The probe launches a wave into a PPWG with impedance
given by Eqn. 2.1. Values d and W are the height and width (shown in Fig. 2.5) of
the PPWG. The probe is connected on one end to a the input transmission line, and
to a circular trace at the other end. This trace is separated from the PPWG plate by
a small gap, forming a capacitor that can be tuned by changing the trace radius.
With the dielectric and W chosen, d is the free parameter used to tune ZP P W G .
This value is chosen based on the maximum acceptable return loss of the probe, as
described in section 2.2 and Fig. 2.2. The probe must be well matched to avoid
reflections within the lens. For V SW R < 1.5 : 1 in a 50Ω system, ZP P W G should be
∼ 75Ω. Frequency of operation is tuned by adjusting distance to the backshort and
radius of the capacitive probe tip.
The description thus far is sufficient for designs up to around 2:1 bandwdith. To
further maximize bandwidth, ZP P W G− should be set higher than ZP P W G+ (see Fig.
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Step 1: Infinite Array Unit Cell Simulation
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Figure 2.5: Workflow steps for designing the proposed cavity-based multibeamformer.
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2.3). This has been accomplished by reducing the effective permittivity between the
probes and backing short, as shown in Fig. 2.5 and used in the design of Chapter 3,
or by increasing d which was used in the design of Chapter 4. Even greater bandwidth can be achieved by adding impedance matching sections and setting ZP P W G+
somewhat higher than given by the VSWR ratio. The UWB design implements these
transformers in the feed line between the connector and probe, while the mmW design
uses a stepped height PPWG launch.

Step 2: Beam Port Finite Array Tuning
The beam ports present the greatest design challenge of this beamformer topology.
Like the array and termination ports, the beam ports must perform well as an array
to absorb incident energy. Simultaneously, these ports must perform well when a
single beam port is excited. In order to meet both of these requirements, a two
element sub-array is excited by a Wilkinson power divider to behave as a single beam
port. This approach keeps the beam port as similar as possible to the array design of
step 1, while offering greater bandwidth and radiation pattern control than exciting
only a single probe. Beam ports built from larger sub-arrays are a possibility, but
combining two elements was found to be the simplest option to give good results.
Using an isolated power divider helps reduce coupling to adjacent beam ports. To
tune these ports, a small finite array of 10 probes (5 beam ports) is constructed. The
beam port probes are tuned together with the tapered Wilkinson divider to achieve
a wide-bandwidth and low-loss launch that fits within the dimensions of the cavity.
Size of the capacitive loading cap, and spacing to ground plane (cavity side-wall) are
used to optimize the impedance match. Testing the updated probe parameters in an
infinite array simulation verifies that the beam ports will also work well as an array to
absorb reflections within the lens. Isolation of the Wilkinson divider does help reduce
beam port coupling, but is not critical to beamformer operation. Because of this, a
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single section, tapered Wilkinson divider is sufficient for 3:1 bandwidth, allowing it
to fit in the ∼ λmid /4 section between the probe and backing short.
Step 3: Rotman Lens Integration
In this final step, the array, termination (dummy load), and beam ports designs
are combined to construct a Rotman lens. Termination ports use the same parameters
as the array port design of Step 1. Fig. 2.5 shows how the cavity-based beamformer
ports align with the Rotman lens optics. The lens parameters shown are that of the
UWB beamformer: #BPs= 9, #APs= 7, maximum scan angle, θ = 50◦ , focal angle,
α = 30◦ , focal length, f1 = 83.1 mm, focal ratio, β = f2 /f1 = 0.92, and array element
spacing, d = 14.1 mm (i.e. λh /2, where λh is the free-space wavelength at 10.6 GHz).
Probes are centered on the location given by the Rotman lens equations. It is worth
noting that in this design, the area between the array monopoles and cavity sidewalls
provides enough room to incorporate the extra transmission line lengths, w, of the
constrained lens portion predicted by RL equations. Size of the lens, dummy port
curvature, and number of dummy ports, should be chosen such that the probe spacing
is close to the design spacing of, λh /2. Still, the probe match has proved insensitive
to the slightly non-uniform spacings that are generated by the lens equations. Probe
matching has also been found to be insensitive to using tightly radiused dummy port
curves with few elements, which helps to realize small overall lens dimensions.

2.7

Summary

This section has described an equivalent circuit model of the PPWG probe launch
and used this model to describe how a broadband beamformer can be built inside of
a sealed cavity. The designs process follows three steps: infinite array design, beam
port optimization, and integration with Rotman lens optics. This process was used
to design the beamformers presented in chapters 3–5.
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CHAPTER 3
CAVITY-BASED ULTRA-WIDEBAND
MULTI-BEAMFORMERS

3.1

Introduction

In order to verify the concepts presented in Chapter 2, a prototype was constructed to match the bandwidth, number of array ports, number of beam ports, and
scan angles of a state-of-the-art Rotman lens from the literature. The design from
Lambrecht, et al. IEEE 2010 [17] was chosen because it exhibits wide bandwidth
and the sources of loss are well documented. Specifically, the published paper includes beamforming efficiency and port coupling data, providing a good microstrip
Rotman lens benchmark to which the merits of a cavity fed lens could be compared.
Simulation results of Labrecht’s paper were replicated by cloning the MS outline and
PCB stackup, and are compared to simulation results of the cavity beamformer. A
hardware prototype of the cavity beamformer was fabricated for verification.

3.2

Prototype Fabrication

To demonstrate the concept and design approach, a prototype, shown in Fig. 3.1,
was built using PCB construction with a substrate of Isola Astra MT77 (r = 3,
tanδ = 0.0017). This dielectric constant was chosen so that the line spacing would
allow standard SMA connectors to be used. SMA connectors were desired for ease of
testing and for compatibility with an available broadband Vivaldi array antenna with
bandwidth covering that of the lens. A detailed board stackup is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Plated vias form the feed monopoles. The monopoles are terminated in a copper pad
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that capacitively couples them to the top ground plane across one PCB bondlayer.
The overall board dimensions are 125 × 103 × 2.8mm. In negotiating a board stackup
with the manufacturer, the model from section 2.6 Step 3 was updated and verified
to maintain satisfactory performance. Each BP uses a Wilkinson power divider that
requires a 100Ω, 0402 RF resistor (Vishay FC0402E1000BST1 ). Simulated data in
the results section includes all dielectric losses, conductor losses, Wilkinson resistor
losses, and effect of back-drilled vias.
An aluminum housing was milled to fit the PCB, and forms the outer wall of
the cavity. The PCB was bonded into this housing using a thin layer of conductive
epoxy (MG Chemicals 8331S-15G). Once assembled, the SMA connectors (Pasternack
PE44591 ) were threaded into the housing and soldered to the board traces. A lid is
attached with 11 socket head screws around the perimeter, and seals the cavity. This
lid was machined for interference fit to ensure electrical connection with the top copper
surface of the board. An image of the beamformer, with its cover removed, is shown
in Fig. 3.1. Overall dimensions of the assembled beamformer are 128.2×150×13mm,
including connectors.
Figure 3.2 shows an image of the prototype cavity-based beamformer, and how it
compares in size to a state-of-the-art microstrip benchmark [17] with the same number
of beam ports, array ports, scan angles, and bandwidth. The microstrip design has
been scaled to the same substrate (Isola Astra MT77) for fair size comparison. Simulated results of this same MS design are used as a reference point for the efficiency
and beamforming fidelity of the proposed design.

3.3
3.3.1

Measurement & Simulation Results
Beamforming Network Efficiency

One of the most important figures-of-merit (FoM) of a passive RF beamformer is
its efficiency, that for k th beam is
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Figure 3.1: Photographs of the UWB Cavity Lens prototype with important features
and dimensions marked. Top view (cover removed to show inside of cavity) and side
view.

ek =

X

|SAi ,Bk |2 ,

(3.1)

i

where SAi ,Bk is the s-parameter between the k th BP to the ith AP. Stein in [18] derived a theoretical limit for the maximum attainable efficiency of any passive RF
multi-beamforming network. This limit is irrespective of the style of network chosen,
and relates the beamforming losses (efficiency) to the overlap (degree of orthogonality) between all the beam patterns in the multi-beamforming network or multi-beam
antenna. In Fig. 3.5, this efficiency bound is used as a metric to compare the broadside beam efficiency of the proposed beamformer with that of a benchmark microstrip
beamformer design [17]. The proposed beamformer operates near Stein’s efficiency
bound over the entire band of 3.1-10.6 GHz. The efficiency monotonically increases
from 20% to 55% at the high end of the band. Efficiency of both the proposed and
benchmark beamformers decreases with scan angle, yet the proposed beamformer
efficiency remains greater, as shown in Figs. 3.5(a) and (b). It should noted that
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Figure 3.3: PCB stackup used in the fabricated design.

passive RF beamformers such as RLs can operate at much greater efficiencies, but
in this particular system the efficiency is limited by high beam coupling that results
from the large number of beams and small array size.
The fabricated lens shows good agreement with the simulated results. Return
and insertion loss for the center beam are shown in Fig. 3.6. Insertion loss is defined
as coupling between the center BP and the sum of all APs. This corresponds with
the beamformer efficiency, as defined in the previous paragraph. Measured return
loss is mostly below 10 dB across the band, but always below 7.5dB. Other BPs
show similar or even better return loss behavior, but not worse. Fig. 3.7 shows the
measured power distribution in the lens vs. frequency for broadside BP excitation.
The green area represents the desired power arriving at APs, and corresponds to
the measured beamforming efficiency of the fabricated lens. Again, Stein’s bound is
plotted for comparison. The proposed beamformer efficiency is about 10% less than
the theoretical upper bound over most of the band. At the low end of the band,
a majority of the power is coupled back (and eventually lost) to neighboring BPs,
shown with orange. This is due to broader beam patterns at these frequencies that
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Figure 3.4: Simulated beamforming network efficiency versus frequency for broadside beam. Comparison to Stein’s theoretical limit [18] and a state-of-the-art UWB
microstrip Rotman lens with similar beam/array characteristics.

result in higher beam pattern cross-correlations (overlap). As the frequency rises,
the beams have less overlap and this coupling becomes negligible. Across the band
approximately 20% of the power is lost into dummy port terminations, shown in blue.
At the high end of the band dielectric and ohmic losses (conductor and Wilkinson
resistive losses) dominate. Loss tangent of PCB bond layers is likely the cause of some
efficiency deviations from simulated results, and suggests that lower loss bond-layers
should have been selected.
Measured magnitude and phase of the S-parameters between the broadside BP
and all APs, plotted in Fig. 3.8, show little amplitude variation across array ports
suggesting very good amplitude taper uniformity, and nearly ideal true-time-delay
(TTD) across the UWB band. For comparison, Stein’s bound is added in the graph
of Fig. 3.8 (a) to highlight the ‘excess’ insertion loss. Measured results for the widest
scan angle, 50◦ BP, are shown in Fig. 3.9. The widest scan excitation shows lower
average amplitude and greater amplitude variation across APs than the broadside
beam. Reduced amplitude is to be expected due to the cos θ dependence of the optics.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated beamforming network efficiency versus frequency for (a) inner
three scan angles and (b) outer two scan angles.
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Figure 3.6: Measured vs simulated return and insertion magnitude comparison for
broadside beam of the proposed multi-beamforming network.
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multi-beamforming network.
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Greater variation can be attributed to lens shape, as APs closer to the excited BP
capture more energy, while shadowing others. Shown in Fig. 3.9(b), phase remains
mostly linear, with some small deviations from the ideal at AP edge elements for
frequencies below 5 GHz. These amplitude and phase variations from ideal have little
effect on array patterns and gain, which are presented in the next section.
Simulation results of the cavity lens are compared to the MS reference in terms
of array taper efficiency (ATE) and phase error. Figure 3.10 shows that the cavity
based design is not only smaller and more efficient than the reference, but it also
compares favorably in terms of beam fidelity. Both designs have the goal of providing
an array excitation with uniform amplitude and monotonic true-time-delay across all
seven array elements. Ideally this excitation has an ATE of 100% and RMS phase
error of 0◦ . The top row of Fig. 3.10 shows that both designs exhibit nearly uniform
excitation across the bandwidth (note the Y-axis limits are between 90 and 100%).
On the other hand, there is a clear difference in the magnitude of phase error between
the two designs. The MS reference has much greater phase error than the proposed
design when operating above 8 GHz or at the widest scan angle. This phase error is
associated with increased side lobe levels.

3.3.2

Beam Fidelity: Frequency Domain

The second important FoM of a beamforming network is beam fidelity, i.e the
degree of exactness between radiation patterns of a isotropic uniform array radiation
patterns fed by the beamformer and those fed by ideal (uniform amplitude and linear
progressive phase) weights. Fig. 3.11 plots the normalized patterns of all beams
produced by the proposed beamformer as if it were feeding a 7 element linear array
of sources with a cos(θ) pattern (ideal aperture) separated by d = λ/2 at 10.6 GHz.
The normalization is such that the output power at the feed ports sum to unity,
and any difference from the ideal patterns can be attributed to amplitude and phase
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Figure 3.8: Measured S-parameters for the broadside beamport to all array ports. (a)
Amplitude, and (b) phase.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of simulated results for array taper efficiency and phase
error between the proposed design and statue of the art UWB lens from [17].

errors of the beamforming network. To generate these plots, the AP coefficients
of the fabricated lens were measured on a network analyzer, and then processed in
MATLAB to simulate an array of isotropic sources. Patterns are compared to the
ideal beams formed with uniform amplitude and progressive phase excitation. All
beam patterns are normalized to the peak of the center beam. At first glance it may
be surprising that the ideal patterns do not exhibit the standard -13.5 dB side lobes
expected of a linear array, but note that approximating the array factor envelope as
a sinc function is not valid for small arrays as is the case here (7 elements). Close
agreement between the formed beams and ideal reference in terms of beam pointing
direction, beamwidth, and side lobe level (SLL) suggest that amplitude and phase
errors are very small. Near the band edges there is some increase in SLL, especially at
the widest scan angles. This is an effect of port amplitude taper that is exaggerated
by standing waves within the lens. Overall, excellent scan performance is observed
over the design bandwidth, as expected from a TTD beamformer.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized beam patterns synthesized from measured array coefficients
and a uniform linear array of isotropic source (d = λH /2), and comparison to the
respective ideal TTD BFN. (a) Lowest frequency, 3.1 GHz. (b) Mid-band, 7 GHz.
(c) Highest frequency, 10.6 GHz.
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Practical performance of the fabricated lens was verified by testing it in conjunction with an ultra-wideband Vivaldi antenna array. The center 7 elements of
a 19 × 19 element Vivaldi array [84] with 14.1 mm element spacing between cards
(H-plane) were fed with the proposed cavity-based multi-beamformer, as shown in
Fig. 3.12(a). The resultant patterns are plotted vs. angle and frequency as 2D
color plots in Figs 3.12(b)-(f) for all the beams pointing in the positive directions
(negative beams produce similar results). The measured patterns show stable main
beam location across the entire design bandwidth which is indicative of ideal TTD
beamforming, and suggest close agreement with the ideal element simulations of Fig.
3.11.

3.3.3

Beam Fidelity: Time Domain

Because the proposed beamformer provides wide-bandwidth TTD, beam fidelity
was also investigated in the time domain. This investigation shows the amount of
pulse distortion (due to dispersion, losses, reflections, etc) when a short UWB pulse
goes though the proposed lens, and gives a better understanding of the reflection
mechanisms in the lens.
The measured S-parameters of the device were processed in MATLAB, and the
time domain response verified using two similar methods. In both cases the input
is considered at one of the BPs, and output at the APs. The input signal I(t), is a
raised cosine pulse [85] with the desired bandwidth (BW), center frequency (fc ), and
roll-off factor (α). This input signal was first converted to the frequency domain and
then multiplied by the s-parameters SAn,Bm , for the desired beam pattern m, and all
APs (n = 1 to 7), to calculate the frequency-domain output signal output at each
array element, Tn (f ). The inverse Fourier transform was then taken to arrive at the
time domain signals output at each array element, Tn (t). Figs. 3.14(a) and (d) show
the input pulse, I(t) (dashed line), and resulting array excitation waveforms, Tn (t)
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Figure 3.12: Proposed multi-beamformer feeding the center 7 elements of a 19 × 19
single-polarized Vivaldi array. Measured (normalized) patterns vs. frequency for all
beam-port excitations on positive scan angle (negative scan angles are omitted due to
symmetry). Dashed-white lines show the ideal beam peak positions with frequency.
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(solid lines), for the broadside and +50◦ scanned beams. This shows the signals input
to the array elements.
Before the beamformer performance can be analyzed these signals must be combined in space. In Matlab, these signals are processed as if they feed an array of
isotropic radiators. Appropriate time delays are applied to the excitations to synthesize their spatial combination at each observation angle,
d
τn = (n − 4) sin θ,
c

(3.2)

where n is the array element, d is the array element spacing, θ is the observation
angle, and c is the speed of light. The (n − 4) term references the time delays to
the center element for our seven element array. After this combination, the transmit
pulse in the form Ts (t, θ), representing the transmitted voltage waveform in space
versus time t, and angle θ. From this data the time domain beamformer fidelity can
be quantified.
The first method used to quantifying the broadband beamforming performance is
System Fidelity Factor [71–73]. This method uses the cross-correlation between the
input and output pulses to determine the fidelity of the device under test. First, the
input and output pulses are normalized so that the total power contained in the pulse
is 1W . This normalizes the cross-correlation to have a magnitude between 0 (fully
uncorrelated) and 1 (output identical to input). The input pulse was normalized
using:
I(t)
.
I(t) = qR
∞
2 dt
|I(t)|
−∞

(3.3)

The output pulse was normalized to the time sequence at the angle with the
greatest power using:
Ts (t, θ)
Ts (t, θ) = qR
.
∞
2 dt
|T
(t,
θ)|
−∞ s
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(3.4)

Using these normalized signals the System Fidelity Factor (SFF) was be calculated
using:
Z
F (θ) = max
τ

∞

I(t)Ts (t + τ, θ)dt.

(3.5)

−∞

The proposed beamformer was investigated using a raised cosine pulse with α =
0.5, fc =6.85 GHz (center of the design band), and instantaneous BW swept from
0.1 − 8GHz. Due to the rolloff factor α there is power falling outside of the 7.5
GHz design bandwidth of 3.1-10.6GHz that starts to become significant at for pulse
bandwidths greater than 6 GHz. Fig. 3.13 shows the SFF evaluated at the direction
of the desired peak radiation (termed pulse fidelity factor) vs. instantaneous pulse
bandwidth for all positive scan angles of the beamformer. All beams have F (θ0 ) > 0.9
for pulses with instantaneous bandwidths smaller than 6 GHz. At wider bandwidths,
a combination of reduced performance near the band edges and larger out-of-band
spectral content of the input pulses (also plotted on the right axis of Fig. 3.13) cause
noticeable pulse fidelity degradation. For reference, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [74]
requires F (θ0 ) ≥ 0.8 for a transmitted Root Raised Cosine Pulse with out-of-band
ratio α = 0.5. The results in this section include only the beamforming network, and
not a particular antenna array, so some margin should be left above this limit for
effects of the aperture.
The measured output signals, power pattern radiation, and system fidelity factor
vs. observation angle for the same root-raised-cosine input pulse and beam excitations are shown in Fig. 3.14. Figs. 3.14(a) & 3.14(d) show the output signals at
all APs for broadside and +50◦ excitations, respectively. The array outputs corresponding to the broadside beam excitation nearly overlay each other, implying that
all signals exit the array simultaneously to form a broadside beam. The array outputs
corresponding to the +50◦ scanned beam arrive sequentially, showing the time delay
between elements. These pulses are then re-combined (at the intended scan angle) in
software to qualify pulse distortion in the lens. The results in Figs. 3.14(b) & 3.14(e)
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Figure 3.13: Measured pulse fidelity factor vs. input pulse instantaneous bandwidth
for all all beam-ports. Input pulse is a root-raised-cosine filter with center frequency
at 6.85 GHz (mid-band) and roll-off factor, α = 0.5. The out-of-band input pulse
ratio that indicates the fraction of input pulse power that falls outside of the 3.1 to
10.6 GHz design bandwidth is supper-imposed in the left axis of the figure.

show the recombined signal overlaid with a shifted copy of the input signal suggesting
low distortion. The final figures in this set, Figs. 3.14(c) & 3.14(f), plot an overlay
of the power pattern (assuming energy detector) and SFF vs. observation angle for
each beam. This shows a broadband picture of the power directivity and information
directivity of the proposed beamforming network.
Time domain radiation patterns using measured data of the proposed beamformer
are plotted in Figs. 3.15(a) and (d), for broadside and +50◦ excitations, respectively.
For these figures, a root-raised cosine pulse with full instantaneous bandwidth, 7.5
GHz, is used to accentuate potential performance degrading mechanisms such as
internal reflections. For reference, the time domain patterns of an ideal beamformer
are plotted in the center column, Figs 3.15(b) and (e). The effect of a finite-bandwidth
BFN can be seen in the increased time sidelobes. The BFN approximately behaves
as filter, thus out of band frequency components of the input pulse cause Gibbs-like
phenomena that lead to longer time ringing and largest errors at the peak of the
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Figure 3.14: Measured power pattern radiation and system fidelity factor vs. observation angle, for a root-raised-cosine input pulse with fc = 6.85 GHz (mid-band), 5GHz
bandwidth, and roll-off factor α = 0.5 for broadside beam (top row) and 50◦ scan
beam (bottom row). (a) and (d) Time-domain output pulses on each array-port. (b)
and (d) Time-domain comparison between input pulse (dashed line) and re-combined
output pulse, showing the distortion through the lens. (c) and (f) Power pattern
(energy detection method) and system fidelity factor vs. observation angle for the
same root-raised-cosine input pulse.
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Figure 3.15: Time-domain (pulsed) radiation pattern produced by the proposed
beamformer and an ideal isotropic uniform spaced array, for broadside beam (top
row) and 50◦ scanned beam (bottom row). Input is a root-raised-cosine pulse with
fc = 6.85 GHz (mid-band), bandwidth of 5 GHz, and roll-off factor, α = 0.5. (a)
and (d) Measured pattern (produced by the proposed beamformer. (b) and (e) Ideal
radiation pattern (produced by perfect and infinite-bandwidth TTD and combine).
(c) and (f) Absolute error between measured and ideal patterns.

pulse. The second source of significant errors are multi-bounce reflections within the
device, shown more visibly in the +50◦ excitation case ( Fig. 3.15(c)). This effect
shows up as the faint (25dB down) ‘ghost’ pulse directed towards −45◦ . This is an
effect of the input being reflected off of the BP cavity sidewall and back towards the
APs from an opposing angle.

3.4

Conclusions & Future Work

A new class of cavity-based UWB multi-beamforming network based on Rotman
lens (RL) optics has been designed, fabricated, and tested. This beamformer is nearly
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half the size of a state-of-the-art microstrip RLs with the same bandwidth, beam
locations, and number of array-ports. The proposed topology also improves efficiency,
while maintaining excellent beam fidelity. A summary and comparison of the proposed
technology to some other compact RLs is given in Table 3.1. The simultaneous
size reduction, efficiency improvement, and wideband operation was accomplished
by incorporating all parts of a Rotman lens i.e. beam-port, array-port transitions
and constrained lens, inside of a sealed metal cavity that is lined with a wideband
monopole array. Future investigations will focus on leveraging the compact, planar
and fully sealed nature to develop surface mount beamformers, inching closer to our
ultimate goal of fully planar massive MIMO RF front-ends.
The remaining work on this topic is a direct result of the cavity enclosure, which
facilitates a small, tightly packaged, multi-beamforming network. Chapter 3 presents
a surface mount beamformer that can be soldered directly to the RF front-end PCB.
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Table 3.1: Summary and Comparison of Various Compact Rotman Lenses
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Work
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[64]
[17]
Proposed

RL Type (material)
Microstrip (Taconic TLY-5)
Microstrip (Rogers RO 4350)
Microstrip (FR-4)
Stripline (LTCC DuPont 951)
Microstrip (Rogers RO4003)
Microstrip (Rogers RT6010)
Cavity (Isola Astra MT77)
†

BP×AP
5×7
4×7
4×10
7×8
8×10
9×7
9×7

estimated,

††

Max Scan
±25◦
±33◦
±30◦
±40◦
±28◦
±50◦
±50◦

Bandwidth (FBW)
22-26 GHz (16%)
8-12GHz, (26.9%)
10GHz (–)
3.75-6.25 GHz (50%)
6-18 GHz (100%)
3.1-10.6 GHz (109%)
3.1-10.6 GHz (109%)

Elect. Size @ fm
3.8λg ×2.9λg
4.8λg ×3.3λg
9.6λg ×5.1λg
8.9λg ×2.0λg
41λ0 ×35λ†g
6.7λg ×5.6λg
4.8λg ×4.0λg

simulated data at broadside and midband, fm

Efficiency†† wrt Stain’s Limit
44%
92%
–
–
–
83%
92%

CHAPTER 4
10-30 GHZ BEAMFORMER ON A CHIP

4.1

Introduction

Massive MIMO and millimeter wave (mmWave) technologies are likely the key
enablers of 5G wireless standards and other high-throughput communications networks. Yet, massive MIMO comes at the expense of greatly increased hardware
complexity, thus cost. Moreover, at mmWave frequencies RF power comes at great
premium. Commercial systems demand low cost and low power RF-front-end solutions for high-gain multi-antenna arrays. While most research in the area of 5G
and mmWaves have focused on active RF beamformers on CMOS or SiGe chips, it
is hard to envision how those approaches could scale up to practical sized massive
MIMO systems with 10s of simultaneous beams and 100s of array elements, in terms
of complexity and power consumption. Contrary, this work proposes a low-cost, volume manufacturable fully passive multi-beamforming (true-time delay) network with
high efficiency and squint-free patterns over wide bandwidths. This passive, compact
and shielded Rotman lens [11] based multi-beamformer is built on a low-temperature
co-fired ceramic (LTCC) chip and boasts 40% beamforming efficiency and 20GHz
instantaneous bandwidth per beam. A total of 9 simultaneous beams and can feed a
13 element array stick. The lens is packaged in a QFN-style package for ease of integration and low-cost assembly to an RF PCB. While it has been demonstrated that
components can be flip-chip bonded to a Rotman lens [62], to the author’s knowledge,
this is the first time a surface mount Rotman lens has been presented.
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4.2

Design

The presented beamforming network was designed as a solder mountable LTCC
package, with Quad Flat No-lead (QFN) style pin layout. This allows for modular
and fully planar integration of the RF front end. Fig. 4.1a shows the proposed ultrawideband mmWave massive MIMO beamformer (labeled Beamformer Core) mounted
on a custom evaluation Rogers RO4350 PCB with 26.5 GHz SMA connectors1 . The
13 element antenna array that this device feeds is illustrated (to scale) above the
board, whereas the 9 beam connectors rout into to external COTS resisitive power
combiners/dividers (Marki PD-0530SMG) before they are attached to the beamformer
core inputs. As demonstrated at lower frequencies in Chapter 3, these dividers can
be included in the package without affecting its size. An enlarged, transparent, top
view of the LTCC package can be seen in Fig. 4.1(b).
Details of the LTCC beamformer package are shown in Fig. 4.2. The design
is fabricated on a 16-layer (64 mil thick overall) stackup of Kyocera GL331 (dk =
7.7, tan σ = 0.0012). The center PPWG lens section is formed by vias outlining the
shape defined by the Rotman lens equations for the desired geometry (beam ports
= 9, array ports = 13, dummy ports = 6, f = 30GHz, f1 = 0.0539[m] in vacuum,
θ = 45◦ , α = 30◦ , β = 0.92, γ = 1). Signal connections to GCPW traces on the PCB
are made through three solder pads using a ground-signal-ground configuration. A
stepped transition connects these pads to shielded stripline TLs within the package.
These stripline traces include the w lengths from the Rotman lens equations, and
additional lengths added to the beam port launches to equalize group delay across all
scan angles. Another stepped transition, labeled “broadband matching section” in
Fig. 4.2, is optimized for broadband and wide-angle impedance matching. Stepping
1

The intended connector was a 2.92 mm part: SV Microwave 1521-00002. Due to an error in
PCB layout, a footprint for the SV Microwave 901-10512-3 was used. This is an extended SMA, 26.5
GHz maximum frequency part, but the Thru Cal test trace showed acceptable performance through
the 30 GHz maximum frequency of the lens.
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System Concept

QFN Beamformer Package

9 Beam MIMO

Top View
(Transparency)

Side View

31 mm

13 Element Row
of Antenna Array

100 mm

Evaluation
Board

35 mm

1.6 mm

110 mm

Figure 4.1: Proposed ultrawideband mmWave massive MIMO beamformer on surface
mount (QFN) package. (a) Test setup with evaluation board feeding one 13 element
row of a 2D antenna array. (b) Top view of package (with transparency applied to
show internals) and side view.

to a higher PPWG height between the probe and ground backing increases ZP P W G
in this region to broaden bandwidth, as was described in Chapter 2. The length of
the step in front of the probe is used like a superstrate in a dipole array, further
increasing bandwidth and wide angle performance [15]. Wide angle matching of the
probes allows using a lens geometry with few dummy ports. The outer ring trace
seen in the drawings was added to suppress a resonant mode in the ground vias
adjacent to the cavity, pushing it above the band. Overall dimensions of the package
are 31mm L × 35mm W × 1.6mm H (3.1λhigh × 3.5λhigh × 0.16λhigh ). The multilayer LTCC package uses 16 layers of Kyocera’s GL331 LTCC material and design
rules. Although the overall design follows the shielded cavity approach described
in Chapter 3, it notably does not rely on an air cavity right behind the monopole
probes to achieve wide bandwidth. This feature makes the proposed design easier to
manufacture and even more compact.
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Beamformer Package Detail
Array Ports

Cross Section View

Dummy Ports

Dummy Ports

Monopole feed
Stripline trace
Lens cavity
Broadband matching via-fence
section

LTCC package
metal cover
Stripline trace

GCPW trace

Lens cavity
region

Capacitive loaded Organic PCB
monopole feed

LTCC package
Organic PCB

Solder

Lens Material: Kyocera GL331 dk = 7.7 tanδ=0.0012

Beam Ports

Figure 4.2: Details of the LTCC beamformer package with for feeding a 13 element
phased array with ±45◦ beam scan range.

The LTCC lens package is shown mounted to an evaluation board in Fig. 4.3.
This PCB routes the lens traces out to coax connectors for compatibilty with measurement on a vector network analyzer. The board also provides a place to mount
the Marki power combiners / dividers, and high frequency 50Ω resistors (Vishay
FC0402E50R0BTBST1) to terminate the dummy ports.

4.3

Simulated Results

The proposed beamformer chip was simulated in full-wave with Ansys HFSS.
Results include the QFN-to-PCB transitions. The model for this chip-to-board transition, including the currents generated within the lens for both broadside and 45◦
beam excitations, are shown in Fig. 4.4. This figure demonstrates how TTD beamforming can be accomplished within a sealed cavity, so long as the cavity walls are
matched with a well matched probe array.
Figure 4.5 plots the normalized radiation patterns of all nine beams produced by
the beamformer when feeding a 13 element linear array of elements with a cos(θ)
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Evaluation Board

Coax Connectors
Dummy ports
terminated
with 50Ω resistors
Marki PD-0530SMG
Wilkinson dividers
Beamports formed by
exciting two probes

Rogers 4003C 8mil with FR4 stiffener

Figure 4.3: Details of the LTCC beamformer evaluation board

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Magnitude Jsurf on the package ground plane at 20GHz (midband). (a)
Broadside (b) 45◦ Scan
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pattern (ideal aperture) separated by d = λhigh /2 (half wavelength at 30 GHz). The
normalization is such that the output power at the feed ports sum to unity, and any
difference from the ideal patterns can be attributed to amplitude and phase errors of
the beamforming network. These patterns are compared to ideal patterns generated
with a uniform amplitude distribution and linear phase progression, showing excellent
agreement. Being a quasi-optical device, beam pointing direction remains nearly
constant throughout the 10-30GHz frequency band. Some RF reflection and coupling
errors do appear at the widest scan angle, showing up as raised outer side lobes. The
mid-band patterns plotted in Fig. 4.5b are representative of the worst errors. There
is also beam squint totaling ±3.15◦ at the 45◦ ports over the 3:1 bandwidth. This
implies that the phase center of the probe launches move toward the ground backing
at higher frequencies, effectively increasing the size of the lens.
Time domain beam plots for the broadside and 45◦ scanned beam are shown in Fig.
4.6. The input signal is a root-raised-cosine pulse with fc = 20GHz, BW = 17GHz,
and α = 0.5. Patterns of this work are compared to an ideal beamformer with uniform
amplitude illumination and perfect TTD. At this bandwidth, ringing becomes visible
from reflections within the lens. For the broadside port, this mostly occurs at the
beam location, but some reflections also occur out at ±90◦ . At the widest scan angle,
reflections bounce across the lens, causing an increased time lobe near −45◦ . Due to
the long out-out-of-band rolloff from a root-raised-cosine function, 17 GHz is about
the widest pulse that can be pushed through the device with high beam fidelity factor
(> 90%). If narrower sub-bands are used (≤ 1GHz), instead of one wide channel, the
beamformer is capable of operating with high beam fidelity over the entire 20GHz
bandwidth.
Multi-beamforming efficiency is another important figure-of-merit for passive networks. Efficiency of the beamformer versus frequency for all nine beams is shown in
4.7(a). This represents the total excess loss from each beam port to the sum of all
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Figure 4.5: Normalized beam patterns synthesized from simulated array coefficients,
and comparison to the respective ideal linear array patterns. a) Lowest frequency of
design, 10 GHz. b) Mid-band frequency of design, 20 GHz. c) Highest frequency of
design, 30 GHz.
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Figure 4.6: Radiation pattern versus time and frequency for broadside beam and 45◦
scanned beam. Input pulse is a root-raised-cosine-filter with fc = 20 GHz (mid-band),
bandwidth of 17 GHz, and α = 0.5. Patterns are normalized to their peak. Simulated
beamformer pattern, radiation pattern of an ideal TTD beamformer (perfect time
delay at ports and infinite bandwidth) for comparison, and simulated performance
error from ideal beamformer.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Simulated Efficiency of the beamformer. Includes dielectric and conductor losses of lens and Marki combiner, and solder transitions, but not connectors
or traces. (b) Image of test board. Highlighted region outlines components included
in simulation of broadside beam efficiency.

array ports, and includes simulated loss of solder transitions and the external COTS
restive combiners. A map of the included components for the efficiency calculation of
the broadside beam is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). The lens model includes both dielectric
and conductor losses. Broadside efficiency begins at 30% at the lowest frequency, 10
GHz, and rises until hovering near 40% between 18-26 GHz. Above 28 GHz losses
become more significant, though efficiency remains above 20% through 30 GHz. Because this is a quasi-optical device, losses increase for beams away from broadside,
most notably on the widest two scan angles. Discrepancy between Stein’s limit, shown
in the figure, and simulated efficiency is due to material losses and using an external
power divider. Efficiency for the broadside beam peaks near 50% if losses due to the
external divider (and accompanying solder transitions) are removed. The remaining
loss is dominated by conductor losses within the lens.
To produce a beamforming network inside of a sealed cavity, impedance match
of all internal probes is critical. Figure 4.8(a) plots the VSWR versus frequency of
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Figure 4.8: Simulated VSWR of (a) Center beamport and active array excitation
(sum of all ports) at broadside, and (b) beamports at all scan angles.

the beam port and the active VSWR of the thirteen array ports under broadside
excitation. Figure 4.8(b) plots the VSWR versus frequency for all beam ports (±θ by
symmetry). The results suggest excellent match to 50Ω over the entire 10 - 30 GHz
bandwidth.

4.4

Measurement Results

Several prototype configurations of the beamformer package and evaluation board
were constructed. While relatively good beamforming was eventually accomplished,
there was significant variation in match and efficiency between ports. Results suggest
that the LTCC beamformer is working as intended; however, solder mounting such
a large BFN package has proved challenging. This section will give an overview of
the various issues encountered, show resolutions to these issues, quantify measured
performance of the lens, and give suggestions on how the design could be improved
to better accommodate assembly.
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4.4.1

Test Fixture Challenges

All of the test boards use grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) traces on 8mil
Rogers 4003C and backed by an FR4 stiffener beneath the ground plane. The first
build is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). This board includes Marki combiners on the beamports
and 50Ω termination resistors on the dummy ports. Efficiency and VSWR of the
broadside beam port are plotted in Figs. 4.9(b)&(c). Measured efficiency agrees
well with simulation until 18 GHz, where it drops significantly. VSWR shows some
agreement with the design band, but also a series of significant reflections. This
behavior was similar across all 9 beam ports.
At the same time, the test board shown in Fig. 4.10(a) was also assembled. This
board routes each lens probe to an individual coax port, removing effects of the Marki
dividers and resistor terminations. Simulating the PCB to lens transition exactly as
built resulted in reasonable agreement between simulation and measurement, shown
in Fig. 4.10(b). Improving the solder pad to ground plane shielding was able to
return simulated performance to the desired level, shown in Fig. 4.10(c). Comparison
between the initial lens footprint, and the improved footprint is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Significantly more vias were required to achieve appropriate ground plane connection
for operation to 30 GHz.
A third evaluation PCB, shown in Fig. 4.12(a), was designed using the improved
footprint of Fig. 4.11(b). This design also switched from push-on SMP-mini connectors to thread on SMA connectors to better handle the number of mate-and-demate
cycles required for testing. This board provided better measurement results, but was
not without its own issues. With the higher number of vias, solder did not spread
well to cover ground pads, as shown in Fig. 4.12(b). Due to the mass of the lens
package, using more solder paste, as in Fig. 4.12(c), caused the lens to slide off of
the pad during reflow. These issues suggest that this package may be too large for
reliable QFN style mounting.
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Figure 4.9: First version of the test board using SMP mini connectors and Marki
combiners (a) Image of the assembled test board. (b) Measured network efficiency
for the broadside beam, and comparison to simulation. (c) Measured broadside beam
(Input) VSWR and comparison to simulation.
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Figure 4.10: First version of the test board using SMP mini connectors directly to each
lens probe (a) Image of the assembled test board. (b) Measured network efficiency
for the broadside beam, and comparison to simulation with PCB vias as built. (c)
Same efficiency measurement compared to simulation with updated footprint (more
ground vias).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Lens footprint and grounding vias (a) Version 1 used to obtain simulated
results of Fig. 4.10(b). (b) Version 2 simulated used to obtain simulated results of
Fig. 4.10(c).

4.4.2

Measurement Results

The test fixture shown in Fig. 4.12(a) was fabricated and tested. Though measurements showed significant VSWR and efficiency variation between ports, TTD
beamforming directivity, shown in Fig. 4.13, is close to the ideal reference. At the
lowest frequency of 10 GHz, reflections do impact side lobe level, especially the −22.5◦
and −45◦ beams. Overall, the beamformer generates well defined beams in the desired
directions.
The match of the broadside beam port, plotted in 4.14, shows some troubling
reflections in band. Fig. 4.14(b) shows that active VSWR of the center array port is
somewhat better than the beamport match, but does show reflections, particularly at
the low end of the band. This is in agreement with the patterns, which also improve
at higher frequencies. Looking at Fig. 4.15 tells a different story. The +33.75◦ beam
port shows much better VSWR match than the center port, and close agreement
between simulated and measured efficiency. Fig. 4.16 shows this same comparison
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.12: Updated test PCB with improved via fencing. (a) Assembled test PCB
used for included measurement results. (b) First build exhibited poor performance,
disassembly showed inadequate solder coverage of ground pads. (c) Full solder paste
coverage on second assembly attempt resulted in chip sliding away from center of
footprint.
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Figure 4.13: Normalized beam patterns synthesized from measured array coefficients,
and comparison to the respective ideal linear array patterns. a) Lowest frequency of
design, 10 GHz. b) Mid-band frequency of design, 20 GHz. c) Highest frequency of
design, 30 GHz.
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Figure 4.14: VSWR measurements of test PCB Version 2 with comparison to simulated performance. (a) Broadside beam VSWR. (b) Array active VSWR.

between VSWR and efficiency for all of the beamports in the positive scan plane. The
random variation in VSWR between ports, combined with the challenges encountered
with solder reflow, suggest solder contact as the likely culprit.
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Figure 4.15: The 33.75◦ beamport shows close agreement between measurement and
simulations. (a) VSWR. (b) Efficiency.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between measurement and simulation for the broadside,
11.25◦ , 22.5◦ , and 45◦ beams (a,c,e,g) VSWR and (b,d,f,h) Efficiency.
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4.5

Conclusion

The size and packaging advantages of the probe-fed cavity beamformer were leveraged to create the first surface mount packaged, Rotman lens, multi-beamformer.
This lens was designed with the goal of being compatible with mass manufacture of
RF PCBs, creating a low cost front end solution for mmW Massive MIMO. Simulation results suggest excellent match and beamforming performance over a 10-30 GHz
instantaneous bandwidth. The design was fabricated, assembled with an evaluation
PCB and tested to verify performance. These tests have shown that the concept is
sound, but there are still some reliability concerns to be addressed. The size and
weight of fabricated part may be too great for a QFN footprint and an alternate
mounting method should be investigated. One option is switching to a ball grid array (BGA) connection. BGA footprints are used commercially in packages of at least
35[mm] [86], and have proved to be compatible of providing low loss contact to LTCC
packages through 80 GHz [87]. Fig. 4.17 shows a comparison between QFN and Ball
grid array (BGA) footprints. This technology should be explored as an option to
improve the quality and reliability of mounting the beamformer package.

Figure 4.17: QFN versus BGA style package. Copied from [19].
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CHAPTER 5
AN RF BEAMFORMING ARCHITECTURE FOR
WIDE-BAND CONTINUOUS TIME-DELAY CONTROL

5.1

Introduction

Electronic Scanned Arrays (ESAs) rely on beamforming hardware to perform the
delay-and-sum (or phase shift-and-sum) operation needed for beam-steering. This operation can be performed directly on the RF signal path, or alternatively in auxiliary
domains such as IF, LO, digital or even acoustic or photonic [88]. In terms of space,
weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C), each approach offers advantages and shortcomings
that depend on application-specific metrics such as dynamic range, bandwidth, frequency range. RF beamforming is favored for ESA deployments in interference-rich or
jammer-rich environments such as cellular, SATCOM, RADAR or EW systems, because of its ability to reject undesired out-of-the-beam and out-of-band (IIP3) signals
before reaching mixers or ADCs [23, 89].
In RF beamforming, maintaining low signal distortion and insertion loss (or power
consumption) with good power handling is critical yet challenging. The challenge
is exacerbated at high instantaneous bandwidths, e.g. UWB RADARs or multifunctional RF systems, because UWB power dividers/combiners are large and lossy
(or power hungry), and more importantly because true-time delay (TTD) units must
be used in place of phase shifters to avoid beam squinting [6] and array inter-symbol
interference (ISI) [90]. Most TTD units are digital (n bits), resulting in 2n scan directions and higher side-lobes (quantization lobes) [6]. For 1D timed arrays [91], discrete
beamforming is also possible via Rotman lens [11] or Blass matrix [6] switched-beam
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beamformers. While passive and equivalent to multiple discrete TTD units and power
combiner(s), these beamformers generally offer few possible scan angles. Continuous
timed-array beamformers, although very desirable, rely on tunable delay-lines that
are either printed on ferroelectric [37] or liquid crystal [38] materials, or are loaded
with varactors [39] or inverting amplifiers (Miller effect) [40], and thus are even more
lossy.
The proposed beamforming architecture offers continuous wideband true-time delay without resorting to tunable materials, or loaded delay-lines. Instead, it relies on a
novel ultra wideband (UWB) Rotman lens multi-beamformer core [20], and a few passive electronics, such as power dividers, switches and attenuators, for beam-steering
control. These passives are used to electronically control the lens input signal phase
center by controlling the amplitude excitations of appropriate beam-port (monopole)
sub-arrays in the lens. A simple amplitude control scheme of overlapping sub-arrays
is devised to continuously control the phase center location, and thus the time-delay
at the output of the beamformer. This elegant feeding scheme is only possible because
of the novel UWB Rotman lens concept in [20] that uses densely packed wideband
monopole arrays as feed ports, akin to the low-profile wideband array in [92]; whereas
conventional UWB lenses use bulky tapered-line ‘horn-like’ feeds [11]. Selectively exciting subsets of these monopoles in an array with appropriate amplitude tapers, one
can shift the phase center location anywhere along the Rotman lens beam-port arc,
resulting in continuous TTD control on the array-port of the lens. In other words,
this novel scheme employs amplitude control, that is relatively simple in RF electronics (VGAs or variable attenuators), to produce multiple (one per array element)
infinite-bit true-time delay (TTD) units plus a wideband power combiner/divider.
The proposed architecture is designed to feed a 13 element linear array and is
presented in transmit mode. The beamformer operates from approximately 10 to
30 GHz and scans to ±40◦ . Although the proposed concept is very general with
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Figure 5.1: Proposed UWB RF beamforming architecture. Amplitude control is
converted to continuous time-delay control on UWB array by moving the beam-port
phase center in a novel Rotman lens beamformer core, [20] with a few VGAs or
attenuators and switches. The bottom panel shows the amplitude control on each
VGA for ±45◦ scan. (Note that excitation amplitude control curves are color coded
with the VGAs / attenuators.)
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respect to array size, frequency, and mode of operation, these design choices were
made to leverage the already fabricated mmWave multi-beamformer core described
in the previous chapters. The custom LTCC beamformer core QFN package is 31×35
mm, surrounded by a few COTS power dividers, digital attenuators and switches
integrated on a two-layer RF PCB prototype. Full-wave simulations (HFSS 19.1 [21])
suggest that the beamformer is well-matched across most of the 10-30 GHz band,
and has total insertion loss (accounting for power dividing losses) ranging from 3.7dB
to 8dB while having good scan uniformity and beam pointing accuracy. Preliminary
measurement results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed beamforming technique,
though full calibration and test has not been completed at the time of this writing.

5.2

Design

The presented system is based around the concept of using a quasi-optical RF
device (Rotman lens [11]) to form a continuously variable TTD beam steering network. This implementation is dependent upon using the novel Rotman lens cavity
beamformer described in Chapter 4. While a conventional Rotman lens has one tapered feed line per beam input, the cavity beamformer has many densely packed
(λhigh /2) probes. A beamport is formed by exciting a two element sub array of these
probes. Exciting overlapping subarrays offers considerably higher beamforming efficiency due to less spillover losses in the dummy ports of the lens, while at the same
time allows for much finer, but still discrete, angular beam resolution (which is proportional to the probe spacing). Such an overlapping subarray feed can be realized
using a relatively simple switched-line system similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.1.
To ‘bridge’ the gap between discrete beam locations, one ought to resort into moving
the sub-array phase-center from its geometrical center to nearby locations along the
beam-port arc. In this work, this is accomplished by biasing the sub-array amplitude
taper. A possible amplitude control scheme that achieves this continuous phase center
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Figure 5.2: RF PCB testbed for proposed UWB RF beamforming architecture using
an LTCC package of the novel Rotman lens BFN core. (a) Test setup with RF PCB
feeding one 13 element row of a 2D antenna array. (b) Top view of the LTCC package
(with transparency applied to show internals) and side view.
Note: This board uses four amplitude control channels to take advantage of COTS
components, while the concept drawing in Fig. 5.1 shows three channels.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of control network using COTS parts. Output of this block
diagram feeds 16 beam ports of the the RF beamformer core.

movement along the input beam-port arc is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.1.
This topology, shown in transmit configuration, could be configured for receive with
few modifications. When the first variable gain amplifier (VGA) is turned off (phase
center now between the second and third probes), its path is switched from the first
probe to the fourth probe. Now power is increased at the fourth probe, while power
to the third amplifier is lowered. This cycle is continued, steering the beam across
the design range of ±45◦ .
The proposed beamforming concept was designed for planar integration on an RF
PCB for operation in the 10-30GHz frequency range, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a).
This design is centered around a novel Rotman lens multi-beamformer core shown
in Fig. 5.2(b). This core is identical to the cavity multi-beamformer lens presented
in Chapter 4. It uses Rotman lens optics [11] with 16 beam ports, 13 array ports,
θ = 45◦ , α = 30◦ , β = 0.9◦ , and focal length = 1.94 mm on a ceramic substrate
(r = 7.7). Overall dimensions of the package are 31mm L × 35mm W × 1.6mm H
(3.1λhigh × 3.5λhigh × 0.16λhigh , where λhigh is the free-space wavelength at 30GHz).
The PCB uses grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) transmission lines on an 8mil
Rogers RO4003c. Note that this board uses four amplitude control channels to take
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advantage of COTS components, while the concept drawing shows only the three
channels that are necessary for operation.
This beam steering topology does require trace cross-overs, accomplished by adding
a second 8 mil RO4003c layer to allow for a second GCPW to be run on the backside
of the board, and separated by the ground plane. Cross-overs are accomplished using plated through vias (PTVs) and careful design of the shape of the ground plane
cutout between the two transmission line layers. The RF PCB is shown feeding one
13 element row of a PUMA array [92], drawn to scale with beamformer at element
spacing for 30 GHz (5mm scale).
A block diagram of the amplitude control network is shown in Fig. 5.3. This
configuration was chosen to make best use of broadband 1-to-2 (3dB) power dividers
and 4-way switches (SP4T) available as COTS components. Four-way power division
into SP4T switches feeds the middle 16 ports out of 18 on this beamformer core. This
gives ±40◦ scan of the available ±45◦ range of this core. MACOM MAAD-011021
digital step attenuators were chosen to control the amplitude because of their low
phase variation across attenuation states and frequency, something that is critical for
this design. Using variable gain amplifiers with gate control would be more efficient,
but a suitable part that covers the 10-30 GHz beamformer bandwidth was not found as
a catalog component. The nominal insertion loss and isolation at mid-band of each of
those COTS components is given in Fig. 5.3. A medium gain driver amplifier is used
in the input to overcome component and transmission line losses. This prototype
design will be tested for fidelity on a network analyzer, and additional gain is not
desired beyond ∼0dB.

5.3

Simulated Results

In order to quantify potential performance, and justify fabrication of the prototype, meticulous full wave simulations of both the beamformer core package and the
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Figure 5.4: Input active VSWR of the novel Rotman lens beamformer core at various
scan angles. Results from full-wave simulation [21] include RF PCB to LTCC package
solder transition.

RF PCB were performed with Ansys HFSS 19 [21]. MATLAB was used to combine
the simulated S-parameter values with the excitation amplitude weights. Finite isolation and resolution of the MACOM digital step attenuators was included in these
calculations. All full-wave simulations included dielectric and conductive losses as
well as metal traces and grounds with finite thickness.
Simulated active VSWR at the input ports of the beamformer core package for
the broadside, +20◦ , and +40◦ beams is plotted in Fig. 5.4. The broadside and +40◦
beam directions both use two ports (probes) excited with equal power division. The
+20◦ beam is a case where three ports are excited, centered over a single launch.
This covers the edge cases of probe excitation weights. The active VSWR shows
good match over the designed 10-30GHz band and all scan angles and amplitude
control weights. Worse impedance match occurs near broadside at 30GHz due to
increasing cavity reflections at the band edge. At broadside, reflections are focused
directly back at input, causing this degradation in VSWR. It is worth noting that
these results include the effects of the RF PCB to QFN package solder transitions.
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Figure 5.5 plots the beam pattern scanned across the available range of -40◦ to
+40◦ at the mid-band frequency of 20 GHz. This efficiency pattern used ideal isotropic
radiators, and is referenced to input power of 1 Watt. More specifically, this includes
RF beamforming losses from RF PCB and lens beamformer package, input mismatch,
and the cos(θ) gain roll-off of a planar array, but does not include the aperture gain
and it is also noted that COTS component losses have been countered by the driver
amplifier gain. This normalization was chosen to show how relative gain and side
lobe level varies across the scan range with this beamforming method. The proposed
design allows much finer scanning than shown (∼ 0.1◦ step size is possible), but it
becomes difficult to distinguish between the different patterns. Figure 5.5 also shows
the digital step attenuator settings used to scan the beam. Full wave simulation of
the beamformer core and RF PCB were used to create these plots. A comparison
is made to a cos2 curve, which closely approximates beamformer performance. This
is because the beamformer optics have an efficiency versus scan angle roll off that
is approximately cosine, which is multiplied by cosine roll off of a planar array with
scan, resulting in cos2 performance. Quantization error due to using 6-bit digital
attenuators is visible, and has a small effect on beam pointing direction. Due to
element switching, the 6 attenuation bits are reused across each 3-element sub-array.
This results in an angular resolution that is better than < 0.1◦ . A calibration table
could make use of this resolution to correct pointing errors to within ±0.1◦ . The
patterns show almost theoretical side-lobe level and minor variations over the cos2 rolloff, but there is some asymmetry and ripple in the envelope of the peaks. The main
source of these errors is believed to be the PCB feed traces and required cross-overs.
The cross-overs and tightly curved traces begin to suffer radiation losses from around
26 GHz. While simulations predict that adjusting gain values for the individual lines
can be used to mitigate some or all of this error, no calibration has been applied to
the presented results.
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Figure 5.5: Full-wave simulated beamformer patterns and corresponding attenuator
settings for the continuous TTD control beamformer test bed. Includes effects of
beamformer package and PCB traces. TOP: Simulated beam patterns at 20 GHz
(mid-band). Patterns include cos gain roll-off with scan angle from the array aperture,
but not gain (AF normalized to 0dB at broadside), to show the beamforming efficiency
versus scan angle. Although much finer scan resolution is available, beams were
plotted in 1.5◦ steps for clarity. BOTTOM: Attenuator settings versus scan angle,
corresponding to the beam patterns above.
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Figure 5.6: Beamforming network efficiency versus frequency and scan angle. This
efficiency includes amplitude error, phase error and material losses. a) Full wave
simulation (Ansys HFSS) of the novel Rotman lens beamformer core and ideal feed
network with infinite control resolution. b) Full wave simulation of beamformer core
and PCB traces, as well as discrete steps and finite isolation of the digital attenuators.
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To verify this hypothesis, and get a better picture of performance over the complete
range of frequencies, the envelope of pattern peaks is plotted in Fig. 5.6(a) for the
beamformer lens core alone and in Fig. 5.6(b) for the entire RF PCB test bed.
Efficiency increases with frequency from the low end of the band, as beam port
coupling and spillover losses in the novel Rotman lens beamformer decrease. Over
the middle portion of the band, efficiency hovers around 50% at broadside. Near
the top end of the band (above 26 GHz) reflections within the lens increase, with
the most significant effect being a decease in input match for angles near broadside.
This is visible in Fig. 5.6(a), at 30 GHz efficiency is worst at broadside due to
degrading match at the band edge. Figure 5.6(b) shows that the RF PCB causes
some additional gain ripple versus pointing angle, as well as significant performance
degradation above 27 GHz. The main contributor to this error is loss from the line
cross-overs. These traces and crossings could be incorporated on the LTCC package
which should significantly improve performance.

5.4

Measurement Results

The hardware described has been fabricated, and preliminary results are shared
here. The initial data is very promising, and proves the viability of the proposed
TTD beamforming with very fine angular resolution. At this time, no attempt has
been made at correcting errors due to fabrication tolerances or active device variation. These are raw, un-calibrated results, using the coefficients exactly as calculated
assuming no amplitude or phase errors from the switches or attenuators. This is still
an on-going project. These early results are presented in order to ‘stake a claim’ for
the author in his contribution to this area of research.
A picture of the scanned beam hardware is shown in Fig. 5.7. The test system was
designed in a modular fashion in order to reduce the risk of damaging expensive RF
components. An Arduino micro-controller is used to translate user control, delivered
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Figure 5.7: Photograph of the prototype of the proposed UWB RF beamforming
architecture.
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via USB, into the proper I2C and parallel logic required by the active RF components
listed in Fig. 5.3. The Arduino comes on a stand-alone board, which allowed the
firmware to be tested before installation into the DC board (purple PCB in Fig. 5.7).
The DC voltages and control signals were verified before the RF board was powered
up through a 40pos ribbon cable. Although this approach limits how fast the beam
can be steered, the primary goal was to prove the beamforming concept. Speed may
be addressed in future versions.
A selection of beams that cover the scan range of the proposed network are plotted
in Fig. 5.8. The desired beams span -40◦ to +40◦ in 10◦ steps. The output power
has been normalized to equal one, such that any loss in gain below cos θ is due to
amplitude or phase errors. The beams are observed to point in the desired directions
across the design frequency range, showing only small deviation from ideal over the
scan range and frequency bandwidth. The exception is when the beam is pointed
at +30deg. The source of this deviation has not yet been investigated. This beam
is actually splitting at 30 GHz, which suggests that perhaps one of the switches
is malfunctioning (leakage). Beam steering resolution of the proposed network is
demonstrated in Fig. 5.9. This plot shows beams steered in 0.1◦ increments across
the range of -0.5◦ and +0.5◦ . These plots highlight the advantage of this network,
allowing for TTD beam steering with extremely fine angular resolution. The beams
show a clear trend of steering in the desired direction, though this step size does
represent the lower limit afforded by the digital control. All of the beams are biased
≈ 1◦ in the positive direction, which implies an amplitude imbalance between the
center beam probes. Still, the results clearly show TTD beam pointing with sub-1◦
resolution.
Measured gain (loss) of the proposed network is shown in Fig. 5.10. This includes
loss of the beamformer package, PCB traces, coax connectors, and the components
shown in Fig. 5.3. Peak gain was measured at -10dB. Cascading the components
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Figure 5.8: Measured performance of the proposed network for beams steered between
-40◦ and +40◦ in 10◦ increments. Patterns are synthesized from measured array
coefficients and a uniform linear array of isotropic sources (d = λH /2), and compared
to the respective ideal TTD BFN. (a) Lowest frequency, 10 GHz. (b) Mid-band, 20
GHz. (c) Highest frequency, 30 GHz.
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Figure 5.9: Measured beam steering performance of the proposed network for desired
angles between -0.5◦ and +0.5◦ in 0.1◦ steps. Patterns are synthesized from measured
array coefficients and a uniform linear array of isotropic sources (d = λH /2). (a)
Lowest frequency, 10 GHz. (b) Mid-band, 20 GHz. (c) Highest frequency, 30 GHz.
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of the block diagram (and accepting that at least 3dB will be lost due to splitting
the power four ways only to throw away half1 ) predicts a nominal gain of -1dB. The
plotted efficiency also includes losses from connectors, PCB traces, and the beamformer package. The lens and PCB trace feeds / crossovers were simulated to reduce
gain by a further -3.6dB at peak efficiency. This simulation did not include the PCB
traces at the array port outputs, the RF traces between the COTS components, or
the coax connector losses. The sum of these losses approaches 3dB near peak gain
of the beamformer package, which occurs between 20 and 24 GHz. Adding it all
up, a peak gain of -7.6dB is predicted. The additional 2.5 dB loss can likely be attributed to the actual soldered-to-board performance of the RF components (both
the beamformer package and the COTS parts), and these losses being high when the
beamformer package works best. The nearly flat gain between 14 and 23 dB, instead
of peaking at 20 dB, as expected from both simulation and measurement results of
the same beamformer package in a Rotman lens configuration, supports this theory.
The roll-off above 24 GHz is due to simultaneous performance degradation of all the
components and transmission lines at the high end of the band. In order to improve
efficiency, custom components should be used. Ideally, the active devices would be
wire-bonded or flip-chipped directly to the ceramic package. In this way the LTTC
lens would serve as both an RF TTD unit and an interposer for the semiconductor
die.
1

The beamformer is designed to use two monopole probes as one beamport. As a result, when
the selected scan angle matches one of the native scan angles of the lens, two probes are excited with
full power, while the other two divider outputs are maximally attenuated. This results in 3dB of
signal loss. At non-native scan angles, three probes are excited, but the sum of excitation coefficients
is not any greater (more attenuation to each ‘on’ probe).
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Figure 5.10: Measured gain of the proposed scanned beam network.

5.5

Conclusion

This work proposes a new RF beamforming topology that utilizes a novel Rotman lens beamformer implementation to convert amplitude weights into continuous
TTD control. A simple and efficient control network for this topology, based on readily available COTS components, has been presented. Full wave simulations predict
high beamforming efficiency from the RF PCB test bed over the frequency range
of 10-27GHz, and scan range of ±40◦ . Preliminary measurement results show good
agreement between desired and actual pointing direction, though loss is 2.5 dB higher
than predicted. This discrepancy in efficiency could be reduced in future versions by
mounting the active die directly to the LTCC package. In the near future, more
practical implementations that leverage the LTCC platform to also incorporate the
entire feed network on the top surface of the lens beamformer core using die versions
of the control electronics will be undertaken. Beyond proving this novel concept for
a TTD beamforming network with the potential for infinitesimal angular resolution,
this hardware will act as a platform for further experiment. For example, gain roll-off
with scan angle could be compensated in software by adjusting beam ports excitation
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weights and thus directivity. Alternately, constant beamwidth and low-sidelobe level
may be implemented [93].
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CHAPTER 6
HIGH-EFFICIENCY LOW-PROFILE FEEDS FOR UWB
ARRAYS

6.1

Introduction

Two dimensional arrays are often fed with corporate feeds, usually in the form of
H-trees for planar implementations [94]. This configuration may be used alone as a
fixed beam array feed, or in combination with phase or time delay units forming an
RF delay and combine architecture. In the process of working on the Rotman lens
designs, the question was raised of how the probe-fed lens could be used as a power
divider or combiner. It was this line of thinking that led to the design of a probe-fed
radial power divider, compatible with LTCC or PCB fabrication technologies, that is
shown in Fig. 6.1. An array of probes, similar to the one used as a Rotman lens feed
in Chapter 4, forms the ring of ports around the outside of the unit, and a stepped
feed in the center forms the common port.

Top Transparency

Side Cross-Section
Array ports to
interposer layer
18.7 mm
Stepped Transition
SMP Connector
on common port

LTCC: Kyocera GL331
dk=7.7,tanδ=0.0012

Figure 6.1: Radial combiner / divider design on LTCC process.
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Array Element Locations

2.1λ

Figure 6.2: Radial combiner used as an antenna array feed for a) one row and b) one
panel.

For a passive combiner design, losses, isolation, bandwidth, and size (profile) are
typically the competing figures-of-merit. At microwave frequencies, by far the most
important factors on those metrics are the feed junctions and the number of feed
junctions in the signal path. For example, reactive T-junction feeds lead to low loss,
but also low bandwidth and isolation. Resistive junctions, such as Wilkinson [95] or
Gysel [96] combiners, are wideband and better isolated, but comparatively larger in
size and higher in loss when a large number of output ports is required [83]. This work
aims to design parallel feeds that are very low loss but very wideband, and low profile
with respectable isolation. The proposed solution is based on a new cavity-type ultrawideband radial power combiner and an equi-length line interposer. Figure 6.2 shows
how these components can be arranged to feed either a 1D row or 2D panel of an
antenna array, where the magenta circular region indicates the proposed radial power
combiner (drawn to scale), and the green dots are the antenna element locations.
This Chapter uses simulated results to show design trends and develop a theory
and design process for this probe-based radial power combiner. This process is then
applied to the design of a fixed beam array feed. The resulting system is equivalent
to a low profile horn antenna, which could be an attractive solution for packaging of
reflector systems within the small volume afforded by satellite launch. An integrated
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Radial divider footprint
Critical Path

Figure 6.3: Comparison between a radial and the current standard H-tree combiner
for feeding a planar (2D) array panel. It is noted that non-isolated combiners/dividers
are shown for one-to-one comparison.

radial combiner and equi-length interposer are designed for LTCC fabrication. Full
wave simulation results for this feed and a tested PUMA antenna design show 5 − 21
GHz bandwidth and ∼ 80% efficiency.

6.2

Theory and Design

The design of this probe feed lens combiner/divider consists of designing a center, tapered probe launch, an outer array of probes that can match to the height of
the center launch, and combining these parts into the radial combiner. These steps
are similar to the Rotman lens design process in Chapter 2, but with two important differences. First, the desired operation of this device is the TM010 cylindrical
cavity mode, and the cutoff frequency of this mode sets a lower frequency bound.
Second, there are no dummy ports in the radial combiner, meaning that the center
and circumferential probes are fully coupled. In order to maximize performance the
combiner should be optimized as a whole.
Field lines of the dominant TM010 cavity mode of this radial combiner design are
illustrated in Fig. 6.4. This mode can be excited by either a current source oriented
normal to and at the cavity center (center probe), or by a circumferential ring of source
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Figure 6.4: Field lines of the dominant TM010 cavity mode of this radial power combiner / divider design.

Table 6.1: Radial combiner physical size and frequency bandwidth for various element
counts.
Elements

Radius [mm, (λlow )]

7
10
18
24
32

5.8mm, (0.39λlow )
7mm, (0.38λlow )
8.75mm, (0.40λlow )
11.6mm, (0.39λlow )
11.865mm, (0.38λlow )

fLow [GHz] fHigh [GHz] Bandwidth
7.35
5.84
4.98
3.68
3.45

21
21
21
21
21

h

fHigh
fLow

i

2.9:1
3.6:1
4.2:1
5.7:1
6.1:1

currents (the probe array). A circular waveguide with radius r and infinite length
in direction ẑ has a TM01 cutoff frequency with wavelength λc = 0.39 · r [83]. From
table 6.1 we see that low frequency cutoff λlow closely follows the cutoff frequency
calculated by this formula, though the height and steps of the cavity do influence
cutoff to some degree.
As previously mentioned, all of the probes are fully coupled when operating in the
desired mode, and should be co-designed. This seems like it would create a challenging
design problem, but thanks to radial symmetry of the structure, only a small slice
of the design needs to be considered for impedance match and efficiency. Figure 6.5
shows an equivalent wedge model that is valid above cutoff for TM010 operation. The
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Figure 6.5: Wedge model and equivalent circuit for radial combiner / divider operating
in TM0101 mode.

full cavity can be cut along the dashed lines resulting in a wedge that contains a single
probe and a slice of the cavity with a portion of the center launch. Radially directed
current flow means that open circuit (even mode) boundary conditions should be
applied to the cut edge of the wedge and center feed (dashed lines in wedge model
of Fig. 6.5). Voltage of the center probe remains the same, but current is divided
by the number of array elements, so the input impedance ZIN,center of the center
port should be multiplied by this number. Impedance of the array probe remains
equal to the system impedance. The real part of ZIN,outer is dominated by ZP P W G ,
solved using equation 2.1 and the dimensions of the wedge at the radius of the probe
location. Array probe design follows the theory presented in Chapter 2, but with slab
width W now limited by the radius of the cavity and number of array elements. This
relationship causes a dependency between elements and low frequency cutoff, shown
in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.6. This relationship holds true throughout the 7 to 32 element
range included in the table. For less than a 7-way power division, the space becomes
too small for the broadband stepped launch. At greater than 32 elements, the design
starts to push beyond what is achievable by the current center launch.
The center launch uses a resonant probe with frequency set by the cavity height
and dielectric constant. Because the center probe should radiate uniformly in all
directions, there is no ground plane reflector available to compensate for the probe’s
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Figure 6.6: Radial combiner VSWR for a range of element counts. Bandwidth increases with number of elements.

reactance. This center launch limits the bandwidth of power dividers larger than
32-way. Figure 6.7 uses the wedge model of an 18-way divider to show how launch
height controls frequency of operation. The figure also highlights a resonance that
occurs at the TM010 mode cutoff frequency, and results in strong coupling between
the center probe and array probes. When this frequency is near the resonance of
the center launch, the resonances merge and bandwidth is widened. A stepped or
tapered launch is able to realize the wide-band response shown in the last panel of
Fig. 6.7. Using a taller launch or more than three steps has not improved bandwidth
beyond what is presented. The center launch may use either a shorted pin, as shown,
or capacitive cap similar to the array elements.

6.3

Application Example: Fixed Beam Array

To demonstrate the proposed high-efficiency, low-profile ultra-wideband feed, a
passive fixed beam array front end was designed and simulated. This implementation
is comparable in function to a wide-band horn antenna, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.8.
The radial combiner/divider (Σ block) and interposer in Fig. 6.8(b) substitute for
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wedge model from Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.8: Application concept showing how a fixed beam array can be used to
replace a horn feed at a fraction of the height. (a) Horn feed, (b) proposed concept,
and (c) proposed implementation.

the tapered horn section. A wideband array [97] is used for the radiating aperture.
Figure 6.8(c) shows the implementation of this concept. A 3.5-21GHz dual-polarized
Planar Ultra-wideband Modular Antenna (PUMA) array [92] with one polarization
connected to matched loads and another to the proposed feed is used for the array.
The PUMA array is arranged in slant orientation, resulting in 18 elements for a
square array. The LTCC feed network consists two sub-modules, a 1-to-18 cavitybased radial combiner/divider and an interposer connecting the radial ports to the
array port locations with equi-length striplines.
Details of the radial combiner are shown in Fig. 6.1. The center port transitions
from a surface mount SMP connector into a stepped center launch that is nearly
identical to the stepped launch wedge model in Fig. 6.7. For planar implementation,
conducting walls that form the radial backing and height steps have been replaced
with via fencing. Outer ports are formed with a probe array and a two step impedance
transformer for matching to the center port. The array ports directly connect to the
shielded stripline interposer layer shown in Fig. 6.9. Each line is individually shielded
with vias for high isolation, showing typical and worst case simulated coupling of
-50dB and -37dB respectively. Because internal solid copper planes should be avoided
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Figure 6.9: Details of the shielded stripline interposer connecting the combiner ports
to array elements.
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Figure 6.10: Side and front views of the proposed feed concept with dimensions.

on LTCC, the internal ground plane of each stripline section is instead realized as
a 1mm wide cover. The LTCC board is a 3.96 mm stack-up of Kyocera GL331
(r = 7.7tanδ = 0.0012).
Figure 6.10 shows how the PUMA array combined with the broadband, planar
power divider forms a low profile (0.76λhigh thick) feed. This is significantly more
compact than horn feeds, which are on the order of 3-5 λhigh [98–100] .
6.3.1

Simulated Results

The goal of this work was to find out if it is practical and efficient to feed an
ultra-wideband array with a radial power combiner. To do this we used Ansys HFSS
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Figure 6.11: (a)Simulated gain and (b) efficiency of the radial combiner, interposer,
and PUMA array cascade.

to compare the realized gain of the proposed system (end-to-end) to the gain of a
uniformly illuminated aperture of the same dimensions, the results are given in Fig.
6.11(a). Dividing this realized gain by the same ideal gain gives the total efficiency,
which includes the array aperture efficiency, array ohmic losses, feed network ohmic
losses, and mismatch loss. These results, plotted in Fig. 6.11(b) show efficiency
between 70-80% across most of the 5-21 GHz band, equivalent to an efficient horn,
but of course at a fraction of the height (profile). An issue found in this particular
implementation was that return loss of the cascaded feed and array reduced the
efficiency significantly. The black dashed line shows the potential of this system
if input match is not included in the efficiency calculation. Figure 6.12 shows the
radiation patterns of this system at low, mid, and high frequencies of operation in
both E- and H-plane cuts. The cross polarization isolation at the main beam region is
maintained below 20 dB and is mostly affected by asymmetries in the antenna array
and its orthogonal port isolation.
Looking at the input VSWR, shown in Fig. 6.13(a), it might be surprising to see
such high efficiency with only a fair match. The match is compared with the VSWR
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Figure 6.12: Simulated radiation patterns of proposed fixed beam PUMA array system. (a) 3D patterns, (b) E-plane cuts, and (c) H-plane cuts.

for feeding the array with an ideal combiner, showing that the match of the small finite
array is marginal at the frequencies where the proposed system shows the worst match.
As a side note, this in not a limitation of the PUMA array, because this design was for
a considerably larger array where the truncation effects are less severe [101]. Figure
6.13(b) shows the reflection and transmission coefficients for the feed network alone.
Comparing these two plots, it is evident that the feed network has only marginal
match (close to −10dB) over the same band of frequencies that the finite array has a
RL > 10dB. The cascade of these two components, combined with the low loss of the
feed network, results in a poor overall match. This implies that the system should be
co-designed to optimize performance. For instance, antenna bandwidth and scanning
ability could have been traded for a better broadside match over the bandwidth of
radial combiner, improving system performance in this application.
Port isolation of the radial combiner should also be mentioned. An advantage of
the Wilkinson combiner in this regard, is that the resistor helps isolate the output
(non-common) ports from effects of mismatch, typically to a level of 20dB or better.
This presented radial combiner has no such loss component, which results in lower
isolation, shown in Fig. 6.14. In applications such as an RF or LO distribution
network, with all paths carrying the same in-phase signal, high isolation is not critical.
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Isolation only becomes an issue when elements (typically amplifiers) begin to fail. The
proposed system has traded isolation for efficiency, employing a passive network and
avoiding the issue of failing amplifiers at the element level. Isolation is something that
should be taken into consideration with the rest of the system design, and reliability
of all components in mind.

6.4

Conclusion

These results show that a radial combiner with a matched line-length interposer is
a promising topology for an 2D ultra-wideband array feed network. Although shown
as a uniform, in-phase illumination, phase or amplitude weights could be added to
realize any desired illumination with little increase in feed volume.
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CHAPTER 7
EPILOGUE

This dissertation has developed a new class of ultra-wideband true-time delay
networks that operate inside of a sealed, RFI shielded cavity. This is accomplished by
combining a wide band, well matched probe array, with an optical design, inside of a
parallel plate wave guide cavity. Designs based on this topology have been presented
for fixed-beam, multi-beam, and beam-steering configurations. This approach has
been verified through full wave simulation and with the construction and test of two
hardware prototypes covering a combined frequency range of 3.1 - 30 GHz .

7.1

Conclusions

The current trend is to focus on full-digital phased array architectures for their
flexibility and capability, but there are significant drawbacks to these systems in
terms of complexity, power consumption, and interference immunity. In contrast, this
work has presented a family of compact, efficient, and low-cost passive beamforming
architectures. As commercial systems go to wide instantaneous bandwidths, and
even greater total bandwidths to take advantage of available spectrum, the designs
presented in this paper will help compliment the digital back end. The future of low
cost systems will likely implement RF beamforming sub-arrays, greatly reducing the
number of radios and ADCs / DACs, while improving dynamic range and interference
rejection. These devices essentially work as hardware pre-processors that reduce the
computational load and bus bandwidth.
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7.2

Outcomes

A well matched probe array and parallel plate optics were combined to form solutions for three different array configurations, fixed-beam, multi-beam, and scannedbeam. This work started with a multi-beam network, inspired by the current demand
for 5G Massive MIMO technology. Working in a lab known for wideband array research on both large-profile Vivaldi and low-profile PUMA apertures, offered a unique
perspective when considering a Rotman lens as a multi-beamformer. The realization
that a low profile array of probes (similar to a dipole or PUMA array), could act as
a low-profile wide band replacement for and array of tapered launches (similar to a
horn or Vivaldi) was the spark that set off this research.
Three Rotman lens multi-beamforming networks have been built and tested as
a result. The first was built as a direct comparison to a state-of-the-art microstrip
Rotman lens from the literature. This lens, operating in the frequency range of 3.110.6 GHz was used to demonstrate that the probe-fed lens could simultaneously be
smaller in size and higher in efficiency than a state-of-the-art microstrip Rotman
lens, and still produce beams with excellent fidelity. The second prototype leveraged
these advantages to construct a QFN packaged Massive MIMO multi-beamformer
on LTCC. This design is the first example of a Rotman lens beamformer built as a
surface mountable package. In the third network, this same Rotman lens chip was
used as a scanned beam array feed capable of resolving any angle within the lens’s
scan range.
Finally, the probe feed lens approach has been extended to the design of ultra-wide
band equal split power dividers / combiners. A radial power divider has been designed
for the LTCC process, and verified through full-wave simulation. It is predicted that
this component can provide high-efficiency power dividing across a large number of
elements (7-32). It was shown how this power divider / combiner can be integrated
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with a planar array to form a low-profile, wide-bandwith, and high-efficiency feed
antenna.

7.3

Future Work

Due to the range of applications presented, future work in this area can go in a
multitude of directions. The primary issue to be addressed at the moment is that
of developing a reliable solder process for attaching the LTCC beamformers to an
RF PCB. This could be addressed through partnering with an RF chip producer
such as Marki or Analog devices, to leverage their experience in the area. With an
improved footprint, or by switching to a BGA package, these issues should not be
a great challenge to overcome, as commercially produced surface mount components
are available at greater than 30 GHz.
The steered beam architecture is exciting in its own right, but this platform also
opens the door to further experiment. So far the design has been looked at for beam
steering with fine resolution, but it also holds the possibility of beam shaping and gain
control through via software. For instance, beam port directivity could be adjusted
with scan to reduce gain roll off, or the excitation could be optimized for reduced
side-lobe level.
Last is the radial power combiner, which started as curiosity over one snowy winter
weekend, and developed into a significant design in its own right. The next step for
this work could be to design a PUMA array and power combiner on the same LTCC
or organic process, directly integrating the power combiner, interposer, and array on
a single device. When co-designed, the feed and interposer can work as an impedance
matching network, potentially realizing greater bandwidth and / or higher efficiency
than achieved thus far.
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I am sure that many topics beyond these listed will be explored by both myself
and the next batch of grad students, and I am excited to see what the future holds
for this new class of cavity-based beamforming networks.
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